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⫊ᮥ�ᅕᝎ᪅��┡⩲ᮡ�ᨧᨩ݅ܩ��Ŗ⪵ݚᮡ�ᔍᝅᔢ�᪅ၵษݡ�

☖ಚᯕ�⦹ಅ۵�༉ु�ᯝᨱ�ၹݡ⧩݅ܩ��┡⩲ŝ�⧊᮹᮹�ᱶ⊹ෝ�

ᅖᬱ⦹۵�äᯕ�ᱩᝅ⯩�⦥⧊݅ܩ��⧊᮹᪡�┡⩲᮹�ᰆ�ᨧᯕ۵�⬉

ŝᱢᮝಽ�᯲۵⦹࠺�ၝᵝᵝ᮹�⧁�ᙹ�ᨧ݅ܩ��ḡɩ�ၙǎᮡ�ⓑ�

ྙᱽᨱ�Ḣ໕⧕�ᯩ݅ܩ�

�ᵝ�ᱥ�✙ౝ⥥۵�Ʊᱶ₦ᨱݡ�⧕�ᩑᖅᮥ�⦽�ၵ�ᯩ݅ܩ��

༉ु�Ʊᱶ₦�ᱥྙaॅᯕ�ᯕෝ�༉ᙽᯕ�aा⦹Ł�እ⩥ᝅᱢᯕ໑�

᭥⨹⦽�ᩑᖅᯕŁ�๚እӽ⧩݅ܩ��ᱡࠥ�ᯕ్⦽�⠪aᨱ࠺�᮹⧊

��ə్ӹ�ᱡ۵�ə�ᩑᖅᮥ�ॄŁ݅ܩ�ⲳƱᱶ₦�ᱥྙaa�ᦥܭ�ฯ

ᮡ�ၙǎᯙᯕ�ᩍʑᨱ�ȡෝ�ʑᬙᯕŁ�ᯩ݅�Ⲵ۵�ᔾbᮥ�⧩ܩ

݅��əญŁ�əॅᯕ�ᨕਅ�ัᮥ�⧁ḡ�ᔢᔢ⧕�ᅕᦹ݅ܩ��ⲳə௹�

฿ᦥ��ԕ�ัᯕ�ə�ัᯕ��ᯱᮁྕᩎ⩲ᱶᮡ�ၙǎ�ʑᨦᨱí۵�ᮁญ

⧩ᮥḡ�༑ࠥ�ӹᨱí۵�ⓑ�ᗱ⧕ෝ�᯦⩵ᨕ�ⲴŁ�⧁�ä᯦݅ܩ��

ᯕ్⦽�bᯕ�ၙǎᨱ�ձญ�⟝Კ�ᯩ݅ܩ�

᮹⫭ᨱᕽ�⪹┽⠪᧲Ğᱽ࠺ၹᯱ⩲ᱶ	TPP
ᯕ�☖ŝࢁ�a܆ᖒᯕ�

����ᯕ⦹۵�ัᥡᮥ�ऽต�ᙹၷᨱ�ᨧ��511݅ܩa�ađࡹญ

Ł�ᅕʑ۵�ๅᬑ�ᨕಖ݅ܩ��อ᧞�a܆ᖒᯕ�ᯩ݅໕���ᬵᨱ�
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lame duck	ಚ�ᖁÑa�ҾӹŁ�ᯕෙၵ�౩ᯥ☖ݡ�⫭ʑᨱӹ�a܆

⧁�ä᯦݅ܩ��౩ᯥ�⫭ʑ۵�Ł᯲���ᯝಽ�ๅᬑ�Ṉ݅ܩ��ə్

ӹ�ᔢᬱ᮹ᬱॅᮡݚ�ᖁᨱ�ᩑᩑ⧕⧁�⦥a�ᨧ݅ܩ��ᯕၙ�ᰍᖁ

ݡ���Ӻᖁ⧩݅໕�ᯱᮁí�ᬱ⦹۵݅ܩᨩᮥ�ä᯦ࡹᨩÑӹ�Ӻᖁࡹ

ಽ�⢽ෝ�ḩ�ᙹ�ᯩ݅ܩ��ᕽ�᪅ၵษݡ�☖ಚᮡ�౩ᯥ�⫭ʑ

ᨱ�511ෝ�☖ŝ┅ಅŁ�⧁�ä᯦݅ܩ�

��ᬵᨱ۵ݡ�☖ಚ�ᖁÑ᪡�⧉̹�ᔢ⦹ᬱ�ᖁÑࠥ�ᯩ݅ܩ��ᔢᬱ

᮹�Ğᬑ�⩥ᰍ�Ŗ⪵ݚ���ᕾŝ�ၝᵝݚ���ᕾᯕ�Ùಅ�ᯩ݅ܩ��ၝ

ᵝݚᯕ�ə���ᕾᨱ�⇵aಽ��ᕾᮥ�₉ḡ⦹໕�ᔢᬱᨱᕽ�݅ᙹݚᯕࢁ��

ᙹ�ᯩ݅ܩ��✙ౝ⥥aݡ�☖ಚᨱݚ�ᖁࡹࠥ�ᖁÑ�⬥ᨱ�ᔢᬱ

ᮡ�ၝᵝݚᯕ�ᰆᦦ⦹íࢁ��a܆ᖒᯕ�ⓞ݅ܩ��ḡɩᮡ�Ŗ⪵ݚᯕ�ᰆ

ᦦ⦹Ł�ᯩ݅ܩ��ᕽ�ᔢᬱᯕ�✙ౝ⥥ෝ�čᱽ⦹۵�ᩎ⧁ᮥ�⧁�

ä᯦݅ܩ��ə్ӹ�ᯕჩ�ᖁÑᨱ�ӹ᪅۵�Ŗ⪵ݚ�᮹ᬱ���ŝ�ၝᵝ

Ł�ᔾb݅ࡽ��᮹ᬱ����ᵲᨱᕽ�511ᨱ�₍ᖒ⧁�ᔍ௭ᯕ�ษӹݚ

⦹ᝎܩʭ �݉�⦽�ࠥ�ᨧ݅ܩ��Ŗ⪵ݚ�᮹ᬱ���ŝ�ၝᵝݚ�᮹

ᬱ���ᯕ�༉᳑ญ�ၹݡ⧁�ä᯦ᯱ��݅ܩᝁ᮹�᯦ᰆᮥ�ၾ⯭�⬥ᅕ۵�

Ñ᮹�ᨧ݅ܩ�

ə్ӹ�ᖁÑa�݅a᪅໕�əॅ�ᵲ�݅ᙹa�511ᨱ�ၹݡ⧁�ä᯦ܩ

݅��⯱్ญࠥ�511a�༉ჵᱢᯙ�↽Ł᮹�ʑᵡ	gold standard
ᯕŁ�

ั⦽�अ�᯦ᰆᮥ�अḲᨩ��511݅ܩa�౩ᯥ�⫭ʑᨱ�☖ŝࡹḡ�

༜⦽݅໕�ၝᵝݚᯕ�ᰆᦦ⦽�᮹⫭ᨱᕽ�☖ŝࡹʑ�ᇩa݅ܩ⧊܆��

⯱్ญaݡ�☖ಚᯕࡽ��⬥�᯦ᰆᮥ�ၵе�☖ŝෝ�ᵝᰆ⦽݅�⦹

ࠥ�aᯕ�ᨧ݅ܩ��ᦥᄁ�ⅾญa�ฯᮡ�ᱶ⊹ᱢ�ᯱᅙᮥ�ॅᩍ�ᨦ�
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ᇡྙ᮹�ಽእෝ�⧩�ᯝᅙŝ�zᯕ�݅ෙ�ǎaॅᯕי�ಆᮥ�ʑᬙᯙ�

⬥ᨱ�ၙǎᯕ�511�ḡḡෝ�℁⫭⦽݅໕�ᖙĥᱢᮝಽ�ၙǎ᮹�ᝁࠥ

a�ᨕਜíࡹ�āܩʭ �ᯕäᯕ�ᬑญ᮹�⩥ᝅ᯦݅ܩ�

ᯕჩ�ᖁÑෝ�ᔾb⦹໕�ๅᬑ�ᇩᦩ⦽�ษᮭᯕ�ऽ۵�ੱ�݅ෙ�ᯕᮁ

۵�ᖁÑෝ�݅۵�ၙǎ�ᨙು᮹�ྕ₦ᯥ⧉�ভྙ᯦݅ܩ���}ᬵ�ᱥ

ᨱ۵�✙ౝ⥥a�ᱽݡಽࡽ��⬥ᅕŁ�ᔾb⦹۵�ᔍ௭ᯕ�ᦥྕࠥ�ᨧ

ᨩ݅ܩ��ə్ӹ�ᨙುᨱᕽ۵�✙ౝ⥥a�⯆ၙ݅Ł�ᔾb⧩ܩ

݅��✙ౝ⥥۵�ᳬᮡ�ᨵ░▭ᯕթᩡŁ�ᨙುᮡ�✙ౝ⥥ᨱí�ฯᮡ�ྕ

ഭ�ŲŁ�eᮥ�ᱽŖ⧩݅ܩ��ḡɩ�ၙǎ�ᨙುᯕ�⦥ᔍᱢᮝಽ�❭ƕ

⦹Łᯱ�⦹۵�ə�ƕྜྷᮡ�݅�ᦥᯱ�ܭᝁॅᯕ�อॅᨕԙ�ä᯦݅ܩ�

ᨕ۱�ʑšᨱᕽ�ⲱݡ☖ಚ�⬥ᅕᯱᨱí�ᵡ�ྕഭ�ŲŁෝ�ᮁഭ�Ų

Ł�eᮝಽ�⪹ᔑ⦽�᧲Ⲳᮥ �ᇥᕾ⧩݅ܩ��đŝ۵�ᦥᵝ�ɚᱢ᯦ܩ

݅���ᬵᨱ��ᇡ	Jeb Bush
۵�57�ŲŁᨱ�᧞��ᨖ్ݍ�ෝ�៝ܩ

݅���ᇡ۵��ᨖ్ݍ�᮹�ྕഭ�ŲŁෝ�ၼᦹ݅ܩ��⯱్ญࠥ�ᄥ

ၹ�݅ḡ�ᦫí��ᨖ్ݍ��ᦩ❯ᮥ�៝݅ܩ��⯱్ญ۵�ᯕີᯝ�ྙ

ᱽಽ�ᯙ⧕��ฯᮡ�ᵝ༊ᮥ�ၼᦹʑ�ভྙᨱ�༉ࢱ�ɮᱶᱢᯙ�äᮡ�ᦥ

�ౝ⥥۵✙��݅ܩ᮹�ྕഭ�57�ŲŁෝ�ၼᦹ్ݍ�ḡอ�᧞��ᨖܩ

����อ్ݍ�ෝ�៝݅ܩ��ᇡӹ�⯱్ญ᮹�����ᨱ�ᇩŝ⧊ܩ

݅��እᬊᮥ�ḡᇩ⦹ḡ�ᦫᮡ�ྕഭ�ŲŁ�eᮝಽ�ḡ໕���ᨖݍ�

్ᨱ݅ܩ⧊ݍ���ᯕäᯕ�✙ౝ⥥ᯕ໑�✙ౝ⥥�⩥ᔢ᯦݅ܩ�

$#4�57�⫭ᰆᮡ��ᵝ�ᱥ�⋹ญ⡍ܩᦥᨱᕽ�}↽ࡽ�⦽�እᷩܩᜅ�

⍉⟝ᜅᨱᕽ�ᯕ�⩥ᔢᨱݡ�⧕�݅ᮭŝ�zᯕ�ᨙɪ⧩݅ܩ��ⲳ✙ౝ

⥥۵�ၙǎᨱ۵�ӹᓁḡ�༑ࠥ�$#4ᨱ۵�ᨥℎӹí�ᳬࠩ��݅ܩ
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ᮡ�ĥᗮ�ॅᨕ᪅Ł�ℎශᮡ�ĥᗮ�r݅ܩ��ᱶั�ᷱâǑ��ᯕ

ࠥ�ಽอ�⦹ᖙݡձऽ��ĥᗮ⦹ᖙ�Ⲵ�ᱽa�ᯕ�ัᮥ�ʑᨖ⦹۵�ᯕ

ᮁ۵�ᩑᅪᯕ�����อ్ݍ�ᯙ�ᔍ௭ᯕݚ�ᰆ�ԕᯝ�ᯝᯱญෝ�Òᱶ⧕

�⦹۵�ᔍ௭ॅ᮹�qᱶᮥ࠺�┅ʑ�᭥⧕�✙ౝ⥥ᨱí�ྕഭ�Ų

Ł�eᮥ�ᵝ۵�äᯕ�թྕӹ�Źᦙ⧩ʑ�ভྙ᯦݅ܩ��ḡɩŝ�zᮡ�

ᨙು�ྙᱽ۵�ᯕᱽʭḡ۵�ᅕḡ�༜⧩�ä᯦݅ܩ�

ᳬᮡ�ᗭᯕ�ᯩ݅໕�⯱్ญaݚ�ᖁࢁ�a܆ᖒᯕ۵݅׳��ä᯦ܩ

݅��⯱్ญaݚ�ᖁࡹ໕�ၙǎ᮹�Ʊᱶ₦ࠥ�ᩑᗮᖒᮥ�ᮁḡ⧁�ä

ญᨱí�᳑ᨙ⦹۵�⧖ᝍ�ᯙྜྷᯕ�٥ǍᯕŁ్⯱��݅ܩ᯦�Ḣᮥ�โ

íࢁ��ᔍ௭ᯕ�٥Ǎᯙḡ��ᙹ�ᯩ݅ܩ��⯱్ญa�ǎྕᰆšᯝ�

ভ�ᵲᬊ⧩�ᯙྜྷᯕࢁ��äᯕʑ�ভྙ᯦݅ܩ��ə్ӹ�⯱్ญ�ᱶǭ

ᨱᕽ�ᯱᮁྕᩎᨱݡ�⦽�ᔩಽᬕ�ᯕܩᖵ❑ቭa�ӹ�äᯕ۵�ʑ

��ᅕ⪙ྕᩎᵝ᮹ᱢ�᯦ᰆᮥ�ḡ�ษᝎ᪅��ၙǎ�ǎၝᯕ�᳡⦹�۵ݡ

vಆ⯩�ḡḡ⦹۵�äᮥ�Ñᇡ⧁�ᙹ�ᨧʑ�ভྙ᯦݅ܩ��⦽ǎ�ᯝᅙ�

/"50�ǎaॅᨱí�ᯕෙၵ�ⲱŖ࠺�ႊᨕⲲ᮹�ᇡ�ᮥݕ�ฯᯕ�ḡ

۵�ᦶಆᯕ�v⧕ḩ�ä᯦݅ܩ��✙ౝ⥥a�⦽ǎŝ�ᯝᅙᨱݡ�⧕�ྱ

Ł�ั⧩۵ḡ�ᦥᝎܩʭ �ⲳݚᝁօॅᮥ�ᅕ⪙⦹ʑ�᭥⧕�ᵝ۵⦹ࢵ�እ

ᬊᮥ�ԕुḡ�⧖ྕᰆᮥ�⦹Ł�ᜅᜅಽ�ᅕ⪙⦹ुḡ�ᦥᕽ�⦹᪅��

ᝁօॅᯕ�࠭ᅕŁݚ�ᝁօॅᮡݚ�ᬑญ۵�ᬑญa�࠭ᅝ�▭ܩ�Ⲵ�✙

ౝ⥥᮹�ᖙĥšᮡ�ⲳᬑญa�ḡ႑⦹ḡ�༜⦽݅໕�Łพᵝ᮹ಽ࠭ࡹ�ᦥ

aā݅��ᬑญa�⪡ಽ�ḡ႑⧁�อ⦽�∊ᇥ⦽�⯹ᯕ�ᨧ݅໕ݚ�ᝁօॅ

ᯕ�əౕ�ᯱɩᮥ�ᅕ┽ᕽ�ḡ႑⦹۵�äᮥ�ࠥ᪡�Ⲵ۵�ä᯦݅ܩ��ᯕ

۵�⩥ᝅᱢᯙݡ�ᦩᯕ�ᦥܺ݅ܩ��ᬑญ۵�Łพᵝ᮹ಽ�࠭ᦥi�ᩍಆ

ᯕ�ᨧŁ�ᖙĥෝ�ḡ႑⧁�ᙹࠥ�ᨧ݅ܩ��əญŁ�ᬑญ۵�ᬊᄲࠥ�
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ᨧ݅ܩ�

ᱡ۵�ᯝᅙ�ᱶᇡᨱ�ᯩ۵�⊽Ǎॅᨱí�ⲳᯝᅙᯕ�ၙǎ᮹�݅ෙ�ᨕਅ�


ၙǑ	��ฯᮡ�๚ǎᅕ݅࠺�ᵝࢵǎ�ḡᬱɩᮥ�ԙ݅۵�ᵝᰆᮥ�ĥᗮ

⦹ḡ�ษ᪅�ⲴŁ�᧹ʑ⧊݅ܩ��ᯕ۵�ᵲ⦹Ł�ᳬᮡ�ᯝᯕ໑�ᯝ

ᅙᮡ�ᦥษ��ฯᮡ�ḡᬱɩᮥ�ᇡݕ⧕�⧁�ä᯦݅ܩ��ə్ӹ�ᩍʑ

ᨱ۵�ᯝᅙᯕ�ᵝࢵǎ�ḡᬱɩᨱ�ฯᮡ�ࠩᮥ�ḡ⇽⦹အಽ�ᬑญa�ᦩ

ᅕ࠺�๚ᨱ�อ᳒⧕�⦽݅۵�᮹ၙa�ԕ⡍ࡹᨕ�ᯩ݅ܩ��ᱱᮡ�

ᯕäᯕ�ᦥܺ݅ܩ��ᦩᅕ࠺�๚ᯕ�ᬑญ᮹�ᯕᯖᮥݡ�ᄡ⦽݅۵�äᯕ�

ᵲ⧊݅ܩ��ᬑญӹෝ�ႊ᭥⦹۵ߑ��ᯕᯖᯕࡹ�ʑ�ভྙᨱ�ᯝᅙ

ŝ�ᦩᅕ࠺�๚ᮥ�๛ᮡ�ä᯦݅ܩ��ᦩᅕ࠺�๚ᯕ�⦥⦹݅໕�ᯝᅙᯕ�

ษෝ�ḡ⇽⦹۱Ա۵�ᵲ⊹�ᦫ݅ܩ��ᬑญ۵�ᯝᅙ�ǎၝᮥ�᭥

⧕�ᯝᅙᮥ�ႊ᭥⦹ḡ۵�ᦫᮥ�ä᯦݅ܩ��⯱్ญ�ᱶǭᮡ࠺�๚ǎॅ

ᨱí��ฯᮡ�ʑᩍෝ�⦹۵�ᦶಆᮥ׳�ᯕŁ�ᯱᮁྕᩎ�ྙᱽᨱݡ�

⧕�݅ෙ�᯦ᰆᮥ�≉⧁�ä᯦݅ܩ�

ᯕᱽ�ᵝᱽෝ�ၵеᕽ�ᯝᅙᨱݡ�⧕�ᰁ�ัᥡऽญā݅ܩ��ᦥᄁ�

ᝁ᳑۵�Łᯕᷩၙ�ⅾญ᮹�अෝ�ᯕᨕ�ⅾญaࡹ�ᨩᮥ�ভ�⨭ჶᮥ�}

ᱶ⦹Ł�ᩎᔍෝ�݅�ᥑŁ�ᯝᅙᮥ�ᯕෙၵ�ⲱᦥ݅ᬕ�ǎaⲲಽ�อ

ऽ۵ߑ��ᩎᱱᮥࢱ�ᨩ݅ܩ��ᦥᄁ�ⅾญ۵�ᯝᅙ�Ğᱽᨱ۵�ə݅ḡ�

ᝁĞ�ᥑḡ�ᦫᦹ݅ܩ��⪶⦽�Ğᱽᱶ₦ࠥ�ᨧᨩ݅ܩ��ə௹ᕽ�

ᯕჩᨱ�݅�ⅾญaࡹ�ᨩᮥ�ভ۵�᪥ᱥ⯩�݅ෙ�ᔍ௭ᯕࡽ��ॐ⦽�┽

ࠥෝ�≉⧩݅ܩ��ᦥᄁ�ⅾญ۵�ᖙ�}᮹�⪵ᔕಽ�Ǎᖒࡽ�ⲱᦥᄁי

ၚᜅⲲ۵�Ğᱽᱶ₦ᮥ�ᖁᅕᩡ݅ܩ��ᖙ�}᮹�⪵ᔕ�ᱥఖᮡ�ᨕ۱�

ᔍྕᯕa�ᯱᝁ᮹�ᖙ�ᦥॅᨱí�ⲱ⪵ᔕ�⦽�}۵�ᛞí�ᇡ్ḡḡอ�
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ᖙ�}ෝ�ྗᮝ໕�ᇡ్✙ต�ᙹ�ᨧ݅��ə్ܩ�թ⯍�ᖙ�ᮡ�⧉̹�ྪ

ℱ�⦽݅�ⲲŁ�ั⦽�ᯝᅙᨱᕽ�ᱥ௹۵ࡹ�ᬑ⪵ᨱᕽ�᪉�ä᯦ܩ

݅��ᦥᄁ�ⅾญ۵�ᩍʑᕽ�ᦥᯕॵᨕෝ�ᨩ݅ܩ��ᦥᄁ�ⅾญ᮹�ᱶ

₦�⪚ᮡ�ᱥఖᮡ�ᯝᅙ�Ğᱽෝ�v⪵⍽�ᵥ�ᖙ�}᮹�⪵ᔕᮥ�ྗ۵�

äᯕᨩ݅ܩ�

ℌ�ჩṙ�⪵ᔕᮡ�᧲ᱢ᪥⪵᪡�ᯙ⥭౩ᯕᖹ�༊⢽ෝ�☖⪵ᱶ₦ᨱ�฿

⇵۵�ä᯦ࢱ��݅ܩ�ჩṙ�⪵ᔕᮡ�ᰍᱶᮥ�☖⦽�Ğʑᇡ᧲᯦݅ܩ��ᖙ�

ჩṙ�⪵ᔕᮡ�ၝeᵝࠥ�ᖒᰆᮥ�ᰆಅ⦹ʑ�᭥⦽�Ǎ᳑}⩢᯦݅ܩ��

ᯝᅙᮡ⧪ᮡ�ᯙ⥭౩ᯕᖹ�༊⢽ෝ���ಽ�ᖅᱶ⧩֥������݅ܩᨱ�

ᯕ�༊⢽ෝݍ�ᖒ⦹ʑಽࡹ�ᨕ�ᯩᨩḡอ�����֥ᮝಽ�ᩑʑ⧩݅a�

ḡɩᮡ�����֥ᮝಽ�ၵѭᨩ݅ܩ��ə్ӹ�ᯝᅙᮡ����ᯙ⥭౩ᯕ

ᖹ�༊⢽ෝݍ�ᖒ⦹ḡ�༜⧁�ä᯦݅ܩ��ᯕ�ᖙ�}᮹�⪵ᔕᮥ�ྗᮡ�ᯕ

ᮁ۵�ᯝᅙᮡ⧪ᯕ�ᔍ௭ॅ᮹�ᔍŁႊᮥ�ၵЙŁ�ᯙ⥭౩ᯕᖹᨱݡ�

⦽�┽ࠥෝ�ၵЙ۵�ᱶ₦ᮥ�⠝⋁�ᙹ�ᯩí�⦹ʑ�᭥⧕ᕽ᯦݅ܩ��ḡɩ

ᅕ݅�ԕ֥ᨱ�ྜྷaa�⦹⧁�äᮝಽ�ʑݡ⦽݅໕�ᗭእ᪡�⚍ᯱ�᮹

ᯕ�ḡɩ�ᙹᵡᮝಽ�ᮁḡࡹÑӹ�⦹⧁�ä᯦ྜྷ��݅ܩaa�᪅ෝ�

äᮝಽ�ʑݡ⦽݅໕�ӹᵲᅕ݅۵�ḡɩ�ᗭእ⦹ಅ�ॅ�ä᯦݅ܩ��ᯙ

⥭౩ᯕᖹ�ʑݡa�ၵѭ۵࠺�ᦩ�ᱶᇡ�ḡ⇽ᮥ�☖⧕�ᙹෝ�᷾ݡ

┅Łݡݡ�ᱢᯙ�Ǎ᳑}⩢ᨱ�ॅᨕa໑�ḡᗮa܆⦽�Ğᱽෝ�อु݅

۵�ĥ⫮ᯕᨩ݅ܩ�

ᯕ�aᬕߑ�ə�ᨕਅ�ᱶ₦ࠥ�ᝅ⬉ෝ�Ñࢱḡ�༜⧩݅ܩ��ᯝᅙ�ǎ

ၝᮡ�ᦥᄁיၚᜅᨱ�ᝅ⧩݅ܩ��ᯙ⥭౩ᯕᖹ�༊⢽ᨱ�ࠥݍ⦹ḡ�

༜⧩Ł�ᰍᱶ�ᱶ₦ᨱ�ᯩᨕ�ᯝᅙ�ǎၝॅᮡ�⦽�ၽᮡ�⟹ݍᨱ�ญ
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Ł�݅ෙ��ၽᮡ�ቭ౩ᯕⓍᨱ״�ᦹ݅ܩ��ᱢᯱᰍᱶ�ᩩᔑ�Ƚ༉ෝ�

Йᵡ⯩�┅ᬑ۵࠺�ᨱ�ᗭእᖙෝ�ᯙᔢ⦹ಅ�⧩݅ܩ�

ᩍ్ᇥࠥ�ᦥ݅⦝�ḡɩ�ᯝᅙᨱᕽ۵�ԕ֥��ᬵᨱ�ᗭእᖙෝ�

��ᨱᕽ����ಽ�ᯙᔢ⦹۵�ᱶ₦ᯕם�ᯕࡹ�Ł�ᯩ݅ܩ��ᦥᄁ�ⅾ

ญa�݅�⦽�ჩ�ᯙᔢᮥ�ᩑʑ⧁�äᯕ۵�⇵⊂ᯕ�ฯ݅ܩอ�ᱽ�

ᔾbᨱ۵�ᩩᱶݡಽ�ᖙɩᮥ�ญŁ�ᯕჩ�aᮥᨱ�(%1᮹�����ᨱ�

۵������᳑�ᨵ�Ƚ༉᮹�Ñᧂ᮹�⇵Ğᩩᔑᮥ�⠙ᖒ⦹۵�äᮝ⦹ݚ⧔

ಽ�ᯕෝ�ᅕ᪥⧁�ॐ⧊݅ܩ�

Ǎ᳑}⩢�⊂໕ᨱᕽ۵�ྜྷၲᨱᕽ�ฯᮡ�Ƚᱽ�᪥⪵�ၰ�ᬡḢᯥ�॒ᯕ�

ᯩᨩḡอ�ᱢᯙ�}⩢ᮡݡݡ�ᰆ�॒᮹�ᩢᩎᨱᕽ࠺י�ᨦᯕӹ�

ᯝᨕӹḡ�ᦫᦹ݅ܩ�

⦹ḡอ�ᯝᅙ�ǎၝᨱí�ᦥᄁ�ⅾญ᪡�ə�ᱶǭᮥ�ḡḡ⦹۵ḡ�ྜྷᨕ

ᅕ໕ݡ�ᇡᇥ�ᩍು�᳑ᔍᨱᕽ�����ᯕᔢᯕ�ⲱᩩⲲŁ݅ܩ⧊ݖ���ᦥ

ᄁיၚᜅಽ�⩽┾ᮥ�ᅕᦹ݅Ł�ᔾb⦹۵ḡ�ྜྷᮝ໕ݡ�ᇡᇥᮡ�ⲱᦥܩ

ⲲŁ݅ܩ⧊ݖ���Ḳ݉ႊ᭥ෝ�⨩ᬊ⦹ࠥಾ�⨭ჶᮥ�ᰍ⧕ᕾ⦹۵�

äᨱ࠺�᮹⦹۵ḡ�ྜྷᮝ໕ݡ�ᇡᇥᯕ�ⲱᦥܩⲲŁ݅ܩ⧊ݖ���Ñ᮹�

༉ु�ᱶ₦�ྙᱽᨱᕽ݅ݡ�ᙹ᮹�ᯝᅙᯙᯕ��ᦥᄁ�ᱶǭ᮹�⧪ᱢᮥ�ḡ

ḡ⦹ḡ�ᦫ݅ܩ��ᯕ�ᇩᯝ⊹�ੱ۵�༉ᙽᮥ�ᨕਜí�ᖅ⧁�ᙹ�ᯩ

ᮥʭ ݖ�ᮡ�ມญ�ᯩḡ�ᦫ݅ܩ��ᯕ�ḩྙᮥ�⦽�ᱢᮡ�ᨧḡอ�

อ᧞�⧩݅໕�zᮡݖݡ�ᯕ�ᦶࠥᱢᮝಽ�ฯᯕ�ӹ�ä᯦݅ܩ��ⲳᦥ

ᄁ�ⅾญෝ�݅ෙ�ᔍ௭ᮝಽݡ�ℕ⦽݅໕�ᯝᅙᯕ��ӹᦥḡญ�ᔾ

b⦹ᝎܩʭ Ⲵ�ǎၝ᮹����a�ⲳฺᗭᔍ�᪅⯩ಅ��ӹḩ�âܩ

݅�ⲴŁݖ�⧁�ä᯦݅ܩ��⩥ᰍ�ݚᮡ�ə�ᨕ۱�ভᅕ݅�᧞⪵ࡹᨕ�
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ᯩŁ�ඹᨱ�अᲙ�ᯩʑ�ভྙ᯦݅ܩ��ݚᮡ�ᔍ௭ॅᨱí�ᵲ

⦽�ྙᱽ۵�ᱽʑ⦹ḡ�ᦫᯱ��݅ܩၝݚᨱ�ࠥᱥ⧁�ᔍ௭ᯕ�ᨧܩ

݅��ᯱၝݚᮡ�Łᯕᷩၙ�ⅾญ�ᯕ⬥ಽ��֥e��᮹�ⅾญa�Ʊℕࡽ�

⫭ᱥྙ�ᯙᔍෝ�⧩݅ܩ�

ᯝᅙᯙ᮹�ᦩᱶᨱݡ�⦽�ๅᬑ�v⦽�iᯕ�ᦥᄁa�ḡܭ�⯹᮹�ᬱ

᯦݅ܩ��ə్အಽ�ᦥᄁ�ⅾญ۵�ᱢᨕࠥ�����֥ᨱ�Ҿӹ۵ࢱ��ჩ

ṙ�ᯥʑ۵�₥ᬙ�ä᯦݅ܩ��ᱶ⊹ᨱᕽ۵�ᦿᮝಽ�ᨕਅ�ᯝᯕ�ᯝᨕԁ

ḡ��ᙹ�ᨧḡอ�ᯱၝݚᯕ�ԕᇡ�Ƚᱶᮥ�ၵС�a܆ᖒᯕ�ⓞ݅ܩ��

⨭ჶᔢ�ྙᱽa�ᦥܩ�ⅾญ�ᯥʑෝ�b��֥ᦊࢱ��ჩᮝಽ�ᱽ⦽⦹

��ᯕ�Ƚᱶᮥ�ၵе�ࠥ␥�ฝ⦞�ভʭ݅ܩ�ԕᇡ�Ƚᱶ�ভྙ᯦ݚ�۵

ḡ�ⅾญḢᮥ�ᮁḡ⧁�a܆ᖒࠥ�ᯩ݅ܩ��ᦥᄁ�⊂ɝᯕ�ᦥᄁ�ⅾญ

a�ີᯕḡ�ݡ�ᯕ⬥ಽ�ᯝᅙ�ᩎᔍᔢ�aᰆ�᪅௹�ᰍᯥ⦽��᮹�ⅾ

ญᨱݡ�⧕�ᨕਜí�ᔾb⦹۵ḡ�ᱽí�ั⧕ᵡ�ᱢᯕ�ᯩ݅ܩ��↽ᰆ

ʑ�ᰍᯥ�ⅾญ۵�a⊁�┡ಽಽ�ᱽ��₉�ᖙĥݡᱥ�ᱥᨱ��֥���}

ᬵe�ⅾญḢᮥ�ᩎᯥ⧩ࢱ��݅ܩ�ჩṙಽ�᪅௹�ᰍᯥ⦽�ᯕ۵�ᔍ☁�

ᨱᯕᜅ⍡ಽ��֥��}ᬵe�ⅾญಽ�ᯩᨩ݅ܩ��ᖙ�ჩṙ۵�ᯕ☁�⯩

ಽᇡၙಽ�ᰍᯥ�ʑeᮡ��֥��}ᬵ᯦݅ܩ��ᯕ�ᖙ��༉ࢱ�ᦥᄁ�ⅾ

ญ᮹�ᖁÑǍᯙ�ษǍ⊹�᳑ᛩ�⇽ᝁ᯦݅ܩ��ᦥᄁa�ᖙ�ჩṙ�ᯥʑ

ෝ�₥ᬑíࡹ�໕�ᱢᨕࠥ��֥e�ᰍᯥ⦹íࡹ�Ł�ᯝᅙ�ɝݡᔍᨱᕽ�

aᰆ�᪅௹�ᰍᯥ⦽�ⅾญaࢁ��ä᯦݅ܩ��ə౨íࢁ��a܆ᖒᯕ�ๅᬑ�

�݅ܩ׳

��ℌ݅ܩ໕�ᳬࢱ�aḡ�✚Ḷᮥ�ᦥࢱ��ᯝᅙ�ᱶ⊹ℕᱽ᮹ݡ⩤

ṙ�ᯝᅙ᮹�ྙᱽ۵�ၙǎ᮹�ᱶၹၙ��݅ܩ᯦ݡǎ᮹�ྙᱽ۵�ᵲࠥa�
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ᇶƕࡹŁ�┡⩲ᯕ�ᨕಅᬕ�ᇥᩕᨱ�ᲙॅŁ�ᯩ݅۵�ä᯦݅ܩ��⦽�

ᱶݚᮡ�ᬑ❭ᯕŁ�݅ෙݚ�ᮡ�ᱱᱱ�ᮝಽ�⨆⧕�r݅ܩ��ქܩ�

ᔭᜅa�ə௹᪵Ł�ḡɩࠥ�ə్⦹ʑ�ভྙ᯦ၙ��݅ܩǎᮡ�┡⩲ŝ�

⧊᮹ᨱ�ᯕෝ�⯹ᯕ�ᦥᵝ�᧞⦹Ł�əౕ�ᩍḡa�ᱢ݅ܩ��ᯝᅙᨱᕽ

۵�ᝅḩᱢ�ᇥᩕᯕ�ᨧ݅ܩ��⧊᮹�ᨧᯕ۵�ၝᵝᵝ᮹ࠥ�ᨧ݅ܩ��

ᝅḩᱢ�Ğᰢ�ᨧᯕ۵�ၝᵝᵝ᮹ࠥ�ᨧ݅ܩ��ᱽ��₉�ᖙĥݡᱥᯕ�

Ҿӽ�ᯕ⬥ಽ�ḡɩౝ�ᯝᅙ�ݚ᮹�⯹ᯕ�᧞⧕ḡŁ�ඹᨱ�अ

ḥ�ᱢᮡ�ᨧᨩ݅Ł�ᅦ݅ܩ��ᦥᄁ�ⅾญ᮹ݚ�ᯕ��ᬵᨱ�ᩕต�᮹⫭�ᖁ

Ñᨱᕽ�ᳬᮡ�ᖒŝෝ�ԝ�ä᯦࠺��݅ܩ�ᖁÑෝ�⊹ෝ�ᙹࠥ�ᯩܩ

݅��ᷪ�⦹ᬱᨱᕽࠥ࠺�ᨱ�ᖁÑෝ�⊹ෝ�ᙹ�ᯩ݅ܩ�

ᦥᄁ�ⅾญ᮹�༊⢽۵�⨭ჶ�}ᱶ᯦݅ܩ��⨭ჶᯕ�}ᱶ۵ࡹ�ᯝᮡ�

ᨧᮥ�ä᯦ᯱ��݅ܩၝݚᮡ�᮹ᕾ᮹����ᮥ�₉ḡ⧁�ᙹ�ᨧ݅ܩ��⨭

ჶ�}ᱶᦩᮥ�☖ŝ┅ಅ໕�ə�ᱶࠥ�᮹ᕾᯕ�⦥⦹Ł�ə�⬥ᨱ�ǎ

ၝ⚍⢽ᨱ�ॅᨕr݅ܩ��ᕽ�ᅙ�ྙᱽᨱݡ�⦽�ᱥఖᮡ�ₙ᮹ᬱ�ᖁ

Ñ�ᯕ⬥aࢁ��ä᯦ᯱ��݅ܩၝݚᯕ�ŝၹᮥ�₉ḡ⦹໕�ᯱၝݚŝ�ᩑ

⧊⦽�Ŗݚᨱᕽ�⇵ḥ⧕�᪉�⪹Ğᅕ⪙�᳑⧎ᮥ�᯦ࠥ⦹۵�ჶᦩᮥ�

ԝ�ä᯦݅ܩ��ᯕ�ྙᱽ۵�ə݅ḡם�᮹�ᩍḡa�ᨧᨕᕽ�ݚ�᮹

ᬱॅᨱí�ḡḡෝ�ၼᮥ�ᙹ�ᯩᮥ�ä᯦ᯱ��݅ܩၝݚᮡ�ᯕ�ᮝ

ಽ�⨭ჶᮥ�}ᱶ⧁�ᙹ�ᨧ݅۵�ɩʑෝ�ˉŁᯱ�⧊݅ܩ��ᯝᅙ�⨭ჶᮡ�

����֥ᨱ�᯦ࠥࡽ�ᯕ⬥ಽ�⦽�ჩࠥ�}ᱶࡽ�ᱢᯕ�ᨧ݅ܩ��ᦥᄁ�

ⅾญ᮹�༊⢽۵�݅ᮭ�ᯥʑ�ᵲ�ǎၝ⚍⢽�ᱥᨱם�᮹�ᩍḡa�ᨧ۵�

᳑⧎ᮥ�⪶ᅕ⦹Ł�⨭ჶ�}ᱶᮥ�☖⧕�ɩʑෝ�ˉ۵�äᯕ�ᔾb⧊

��əౕ�ᯝᮡ�ᨧ݅ܩĥ۵�⨭ჶ��᳑ෝ�}ᱶ⦹۵�ä᯦݉�ᮭ݅��݅ܩ

āḡอ�ӹᵲᨱ۵�}ᱶࢁ�a܆ᖒࠥ�ᯩ݅ܩ��ᯕౝ�⧊᮹a�đ
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ᩍࡽ�äᯕ�ℌ�ჩṙ�✚Ḷ᯦݅ܩ�

݅ෙ�ๅᬑ�ᵲ⦽�✚Ḷᮡ�ⅾญᨱí�ŝࠥ⦹í�ǭಆᯕ�Ḳᵲࡹᨕ�

ᯩ݅۵�ä᯦݅ܩ��ᯝᅙᮡ�Ḳ݉�ญᝎᮥ�⇵Ǎ⦹۵�᮹⫭�ᜅ▽

᮹�༉ߙᯙ�ᩢǎŝ�zᮡ�ℕᱽෝ�w⇵ḡ�༜⧩ᩢ��݅ܩǎᨱᕽ�b

ഭ۵�b�ᇡ᮹�ᙹᰆᮝಽ�↽᳦�đᱶ�ǭ⦽ᯕ�ᯩᮝ໑�ⅾญ᪡�᮹ם

⦹ʑ�ᱥᨱ�ᵝᱡ⦹ḡ�ᦫŁ�ᱶ₦ᨱݡ�⦽�č⧕ෝ�⦝ಆ⧊݅ܩ��ⅾญ

۵�ԕb᮹�᮹ᰆ�ᩎ⧁ᮥ�⦹۵�Ğᬑa�ฯ݅ܩ��ᯝᅙᮡ�ᯕᱽ�ᯕ�

ᮝಽ�ᱶᇡෝ�ᬕᩢ⦹ḡ�ᦫ݅ܩ��ᦥᄁ�ⅾญ�ᱶǭᮡ�ᱽ��₉�ᖙ

ĥݡᱥ�ᯕ⬥ӹ�ᯕᱥ᮹�ᯝᅙ�ᩎᔍᨱᕽࠥ�ᱥྕ⬥ྕ⧊݅ܩ��bഭॅ

ᮡ�ⅾญa࠺�᮹⦹ḡ�ᦫ۵�ྙᱽᨱ�⋉ྖ⧊݅ܩ��ᔍ௭ॅᮡ�ๅᬑ�ᝁ

ᵲ⦽�┽ࠥෝ�≉⧊݅ܩ��ᱡ۵�ᯱၝݚᨱ�ᦥ۵�ḡᯙᯕ�ฯᮡߑ�ᔍᱢ

ᮝಽ۵�ᦥᄁ�ⅾญෝ״ݡ�Ł�እ❱⦹۵�Ğᬑa�ฯḡอ�ᱩݡ�Ŗ}

ᱢᮝಽ۵�እ❱⦹ḡ�ᦫ݅ܩ��ᱶ₦�ᱩ₉ᨱ�ᯝšᖒᯕ�v⪵ࡹအಽ�

ᨕ۱�ᱶࠥ�ⅾญᨱí�ǭಆᯕ�Ḳᵲ۵ࡹ�äᮡ�ᳬᮡ�ᯝᯕḡอ�ᯕ�

ŝࠥ⦽�Ḳᵲᮡ�ྙᱽa�ᦥᵝ�ฯ݅ܩ�

Ʊᱶ₦ŝ�šಉ⦹ᩍ�ᦥᄁ�ⅾญ۵�ᯝᅙᯕ�vݡǎᮝಽ�eᵝࡹ

ᨕ�⦹Ł�ᦥᦥ᪡�ᖙĥᨱᕽ�ญ�ᩎ⧁ᮥ�⧕�⦽݅Ł�ၠܩ

݅��ᦥᄁ�ⅾญ۵�ᯝᅙǑ᮹�⧊ჶᱢ�ᩎ⧁ŝ�ᯥྕᨱݡ�⦽�ᱶ᮹ෝ�⪶

ᷪ��݅ܩ��əäᯕ�Ḳ݉ႊ᭥᮹�ᅙḩ᯦݅ܩʑ�᭥⧕�⯹៝⦹ݡ�ᯕ

⧕a�Ùಅ�ᯩᮥ�ভ�ᯝᅙǑᯕ�ၙǎ�ੱ۵�ᰁᰍᱢᮝಽ�݅ෙ࠺�๚ǎ

ॅŝ᮹�ᱥ⚍᯲ᱥᨱ�ₙᩍ⧁�ᙹ�ᯩí�⦹۵�ä᯦݅ܩ��⦽ǎŝ�݅ෙ�

ӹᨱᕽ�ᯝᅙ᮹�Ʊᱶ₦�✚⯩�ᦩᅕᱶ₦᮹�⨆ႊᮥ�ᬑಅᜅí�

ḡ⍽ᅕŁ�ᯩ݅Ł�ᔾb⧊݅ܩ�
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ᱡ۵�ᯕ�ྙᱽᨱݡ�⧕ᕽ۵�Ⓧí�Òᱶ⦹Ł�ᯩḡ�ᦫ݅ܩ��ᦥᄁ�

ⅾญa�ᖙĥ�ᗮ�ᯝᅙ᮹�ᩎ⧁ᨱݡ�⧕�ᨕਅ�ᮥ�⣩Ł�Щᮥ�Й

ु�ᯝᅙᮡ�ԕᇡḡ⨆ᱢ�ᔍ⫭᯦݅ܩ��ᯝᅙᮡ�ᦩᱶᮥ�⇵Ǎ⦹໑�

ᕽ׳�ᮡ�᭥⨹ᮥ�qᙹ⦹໕ᕽ�ǎᱽᦩᅕ�ྙᱽᨱᕽ�ᵲ⦽�ᩎ⧁ᮥ�

⦹ʑෝ�ၵḡ�ᦫ݅ܩ��᯲֥��ᬵ�ᦥᄁ�ⅾญa�ᬭᝒ▕ᮥ�ႊྙ

⧕ᕽ�ၙǎŝ᮹�ႊ᭥⩲ಆ�ḡ⋉ᨱ�ᕽ⧩ᮥ�ভ�ə�⧕�ᩍ�ᯝᅙᯕ�

݅᧲⦽�ᦩᅕ�᯲ᱥᨱᕽ�ၙǎᨱݡ�₦ᮥ�ᱽ⧁�ᙹ�ᯩ۵�ჶᦩᮥ�ᨕ

ਜí�☖ŝ┍ḡᨱ�š⧕�ᯕʑ⧩݅ܩ��ȡǎ⦽�अᨱ۵�ə�ᯕ

ʑ᮹�ᔢݚ�ᇡᇥᮥ�अḲᨕ�⧩݅ܩ��đǎ�Ḳ݉�ႊ᭥ෝ�᭥⦽�

ჶᦩᯕ��ᬵ�᮹⫭ᨱᕽ�☖ŝࡹʑ۵�⧩ḡอ�ᝅᱽ�⬉ಆᮡ�ๅᬑ�ᱽ

⦽ᱢ᯦݅ܩ�

ᱢᨕࠥ�⩥ᰍ�ᔢ⫊ᨱᕽ�ᯝᅙ�ǎၝᮡ�ᗭ᭥�ⲱᅕ☖�ǎaⲲaࡹ�ᨕ�

⦽݅۵�äᮥ�ၼᦥॅᯝ�ᵡእaࡹ�ᨕ�ᯩḡ�ᦫ݅ܩ��ᬑᖁ�ᅕ☖�

ǎa�ྕᨨᯝʭ �ᬑญa�ᔾb⦹۵�ᅕ☖�ǎa۵�ᯝᅙᯕ�ᔾb

⦹۵�ᅕ☖ᯕ�ᦥܺ݅ܩ��ᅕ☖ᯕ�⩥ᰍ�əॅ᮹�ᔢ┽᯦݅ܩ��ᦥᄁ�

ⅾญ۵�ᩍುᮥ�ḡӹ⊹í�༑Ł�i�ᙹ۵�ᨧ݅۵�äᮥ��ᱶࠥಽ�⩥

ᝅᱢᯙ�ᔍ௭᯦݅ܩ��ᦥᄁ�ⅾญa�ḥᱶ�ၵ۵�äᮡ�ᵲǎᯕ�ᦿᮝ

ಽࠥ�ŖĊᱢᯙ�┽ࠥಽ�ᵝᄡǎᮥ�ƕ⯩Ł�âᮥ�ᵹᕽ�ᯝᅙ᮹�ᩍ

ುᮥ�ၵЙ۵�ä᯦݅ܩ��ᬑญ۵�ə౨íࡹ�ḡ�ᦫʑෝ�ၵ௮݅ܩ��ə

ญŁ�ᯙǍ☖ĥᱢ�ᱽ⦽ࠥ�ᯩ݅ܩ��ᱱ₉�ᵥᨕॅŁ۵⦹⪵י��ᯙ

Ǎ۵�⭉ᦍ�vಆ⦽�Ǒᮥ�w⇵۵ߑ��ᱢ⧊⦹ḡ�ᦫ݅ܩ�

ၙǎ᮹�ᔢ⫊ᮡ�ᩩ⊂�ᇩa݅ܩ⧊܆��ᦥʭ�ัᥡऽಙ݅⦝�✙ౝ

⥥᮹ݚ�ᖁ�ᩍᇡ᪡�šĥᨧᯕ�ᦿᮝಽ�✙ౝ⥥a�ᱽʑ⦽�ᰢᱱॅᮥ�



��

⧕đ⦹ʑ�᭥⧕י�ಆ⧕�⧊݅ܩ��ᯕ�ྙᱽॅᨱ�š⦽�Ł�e݉

⧀�ᱽ⦽ᱢᯙ�ᩎ�ǎᮡ�Ʊᱶ₦ᨱᕽ�᳡ၙ��݅ܩᮡ�ᨧݖ⧔�⦽

ᮥ�⦹íࢁ��ä᯦݅ܩ�



��



QA
ḩ᮹�᮲ݖ



��

⦽ǎᨱᕽ۵�ၙǎᯕ�ᯝᅙ᮹�Ǒݡᨱݡ�⧕�ᨕਅ�᯦ᰆᮥ�

≉⦹۵ḡᨱ�šᝍᯕ�ᯩ݅ܩ��⪶ᝅ⯩�ᦥᦥ�ᔍ௭ॅᮡ�

ᯝᅙǑᨱݡ�⧕�ฯᮡ�ᬑಅෝ�wŁ�ᯩၙ��݅ܩǎᮡ�ᖙĥ�ᗮᨱᕽ�

ᯝᅙ᮹�Ǒᔍ⪵ෝ�ᨕਜí�ᔾb⦹۵ḡ�Ł�݅ܩ��ᯕ�ྙᱽᨱ�

ܩǎ�ǎྕᇡ᪡�ḡࠥᇡ᮹�ᝅᱽ�Ʊᱶ₦�᯦ᰆᮡ�ྕᨨ᯦ၙ�⦽ݡ

ʭ 

ᯕ�ḩྙᨱ�Ḣᱲݖ�⦹ʑ�ᱥᨱ�ᯝᅙ᮹�ᨹญ✙⊖ᯕ�ၙᯝ

��ᯝᅙ݅ܩ๚ᮥ�ᨕਜí�ᔾb⦹۵ḡ�ัᥡऽญŁ�࠺

ᨱᕽ۵�ᬑᯖᨱ�ⓑ�ᄡ⪵a�ᯩᨩ݅ܩ��ᯝᅙ᮹�ᬑᯖᮡ�ᯱၝݚᨱ

ᕽ��ᬑ⊂ᮝಽ�ᡁฑ�ĥ❭ಽ�✙ౝ⥥᪡�ๅᬑ�እ⦽�ᵝᰆᮥ�⠝⋊

ࠦ��ฯᮡ�ᩎ⧁ᮥ�⦹Ł���ᯝᅙᯕ�݉ࠦᮝಽ݅ܩพ⧕�⦹໑�ᜅ

ᜅಽ�ᯱᝁᮥ�࠭ᅱ�⦽݅۵�ᵝᰆᮡ�ᬑᯖ᮹�ä᯦݅ܩ��✙ౝ⥥a�

�໕�ᯝᅙᨱᕽ�aᰆ�ʑጱ⦹Ł�ᱶ⊹ᱢ�ᯕाᮥ�ᅝ�ᔍ௭ॅᮡ݅ࡽᖁݚ

ᬑᯖ᯦݅ܩ��ə్ӹ�ᯕם�ญᨱᕽ�ᵲǎᯕ�ᄡᙹಽ�᯲ᬊ⧩݅ܩ��

ɚᬑᨱ�ᗮ⦹۵�ḥḽ�ᱽᱶᝁᯕ�ᦥܭ�ᔍ௭ॅᮥ�ᱽ⦹ࠥ�ᯝᅙ�

ᬑᯖᨱ۵�ၙǎŝ࠺�๚ᮥ�๛ḡ�ᦫŁ۵�ᵲǎᮝಽᇡ░�ᜅᜅಽෝ�ႊ

ᨕ⧁�ႊჶᯕ�ᨧ݅۵�bᯕ�ᯩ݅ܩ��ə௹ᕽ࠺�๚ᨱݡ�⦽�ḡḡ

a�ᬑᯖᨱᕽ�᳭❭ಽ�⟝Კ�ӹuŁ�ḡɩᮡ�ə�ᨕ۱�ভᅕ݅�ၙǎŝ

᮹࠺�๚ᯕ�⡎մᮡ�ḡḡෝ�ၼŁ�ᯩ݅ܩ��ᯝᅙ᮹�᧲ݚᵝ᮹۵�ၝ

ᵝݚ�ݚᙹ�᪅⋕݅᪡�zᮡ�ᔍ௭ॅᯕ�ǎaႊ᭥ჶ�⠱ḡෝ�ᵝᰆ⧁�

ভ�ᔍᬊ⦹۵�ัᮥ�☖⧕�⇵⊂⧁�ᙹ�ᯩ۵�äᅕ݅�ᝅᱽ�⭉ᦍ��v

ಆ⧊݅ܩ��əॅ᮹�ัᮡ�ḥᝍᮝಽ�⦹۵�ัᯕ�ᦥܩ໑�ᝅᱽಽ�ᯝᨕ

ӹḡ۵�ᦫᮥ�ä᯦࠺��݅ܩ๚᮹�ᵲᖒᮡ�ๅᬑ�ⓞ݅ܩ�

A

Q



��

ᱽ��₉�ᖙĥݡᱥᯕ�ҾӹŁ�ၙǎᯕ�ᯝᅙŝ�ᦩᅕ᳑᧞ᮥ�๛ᮡ�⬥�

ၙǎᮡ�ᯝᅙᯕ�ྕᯥ₉ෝ�⦽݅Ł�እ❱⧩݅ܩ��⦹ḡอ�Ԫᱥ

��ฯᮡ�ʑᩍෝ�ᨱ۵�ⲱᯝᅙᮡ�ྕᯥ₉ෝ�⦹Ł�ᯩ݅��ᯝᅙᯕݡ

⦹ʑෝ�ၵḡอ�ə౨ḡ�ᦫࠥ�ᱥႊ⚍ᔍ܆ಆᮥ�w⇵Ł�ᯝᅙ

ᨱᕽ�Ǒᮥ�❭č⧁�ᙹ�ᯩᮝಅ໕�ᯝᅙᨱ�ᯩ۵�ʑḡa�⦥⦹݅��í

݅a�ᬑญ۵�እᬊᮥ�q܆�⧀ݚಆᯕ�ᯩ݅��ᯝᅙ᮹�ྕᯥ₉ෝ�q

���ᯕᱽ�ၙǎᨱᕽ۵�٥Ǎ᮹݅ܩ�ᙹ�ᯩ݅�Ⲳ۵�bᯕᨩ⧀ݚ

ྕᯥ₉ࠥࢱ�Ł�ᅝ�ᩍಆᯕ�ᨧ݅۵�äᮝಽ�ᇥ᭥ʑ᪡�č⧕a�Ⓧ

í�ၹᱥࡹᨩ݅ܩ��ᯕ౨í�ᩎ⦺šĥa�ၵѭŁ�ᯩ݅ܩ�

ᯝᅙǑ᮹�ᩎపŝ�šಉ⦹ᩍ�ᯝᅙᮡ�ᬭᝒ▕᮹�ᔩಽᬕ�ᦩᅕჶᨱ�

�ᱢ���ᦥᄁ�ⅾญa݅ܩ�ᨕਅ�ၹ᮲ᮥ�ᅕᩡᮥʭ �ᝅ᯦⧔ݡ

ɚᱢᮝಽ�ӹᕽḡ�ᦫᮡ�äᨱ�ᝅ⧩݅ܩ��ᦥᄁ�ⅾญa��ᬵᨱ�

ᬭᝒ▕ᮥ�ႊྙ⧩ᮥ�ভ�᳕�⍡ญ	John Kerry
۵�ʑᯱ⫭čᮥ�ᩕŁ�

ๅᬑ�ᩕᱶᱢᯕŁ�ʑᓉᨱ�₉ᕽ�ᯝᅙᯕ�ၙǎ᮹�ᩢ☁ෝ�ႊ᭥⦹ʑಽ�

đᱶ⧩݅Ł�ั⧩݅ܩ��ᯝᅙᮡ�ၙǎ᮹�ᩢ☁ෝ�ႊ᭥⦹ā݅Ł�᧞

ᗮ⦹ḡ�ᦫᦹ݅ܩ��ᦥᄁ�ⅾญ۵�ȡǎ⧕ᕽ�ǎၝᨱí�əÕ�ᔍᝅ

ᯕ�ᦥܩŁ�ั⧩݅ܩ�

ၙǎ᮹�č⧕۵�݅᧲⧊݅ܩ��⦹ḡอ�ᱶᇡ᮹�č⧕�᪅ၵษ�ᱶᇡ

᮹�č⧕�Ŗ⪵ݚ᮹�č⧕�⯱్ญӹ�✙ౝ⥥�ᵲ�٥aࡹ�ᨩु�₉ʑ�

ʑෝ�ၵࡹݡ⪶�ಚ᮹�č⧕ᨱ�ᯩᨕᕽࠥ�ᯝᅙ᮹�Ǒᔍᱢ�ᩎ⧁ᯕ☖ݡ

�ä᯦ᯱ��݅ܩ᭥Ǒ᮹�ᩎ⧁ŝ�ᯥྕෝ�⪶ݡ⦹Ł�ᖙĥ�ŔŔᨱᕽ�

Ŗ࠺᮹�ᯕ⧕a�Ùಅ�ᯩ۵�Ŕᨱᕽ�ၙǎŝ�⧉̹�ᱥ⚍᯲ᱥᮥ�ᙹ⧪

⦹ʑෝ�ၵ௮݅ܩ��ᯝᅙᨱᕽ�ᯕ�ᬡḢᯥᮥ�ḡḡ⦽݅Ł۵�ᔾbḡ�



��

ᦫ݅ܩ��⦹ḡอ�ၙǎᮡ�⩥ᝅᱢ᯦ၙ��݅ܩǎ�ǎႊᇡa�ᯝᅙᨱ�

ၵ۵�äᯕ�ᯕᨕḡḡ۵�ᦫāḡอ�⦽ĥෝ�չᨕᕽࠥಾ�ၡᨕᇺ

ᯝ�ä᯦݅ܩ�

ḡɩ�ᬭᝒ▕ᨱᕽ�Ⓧí�Òᱶ⦹Ł�ᯩ۵�ྙᱽ�ᵲ�⦹ӹ۵�↽ɝ�᪅

┅ӹ᪡ᨱᕽ�ᱫᮡ�ᯝᅙᯙ�ᩍᖒᯕ�ᔕ⧕ݚ⦽�ᔍÕ᯦݅ܩ��Ǒᅖྕ

۵�⦹ḡ�ᦫḡอ�᪅┅ӹ᪡�ʑḡᨱᕽ�Ǒྕᬱᮝಽ�ᯝ⦹۵�ၙǎᯙᯕ�

��ᖙ�ᯝᅙ�ᩍᖒᮥ�ᔕ⧕⧩݅ܩ��᭥�Ƚ༉a�ษӹ�ⓕḡ۵�༉

āḡอ�ĥ⫮ࡽ�⧕Ǒʑḡ�ᯕᱥŝ�ᩑšᯕ�ᯩ݅ܩ��᪅┅ӹ᪡۵�

ᨙᱽ�░ḩḡ�༉۵�⦽⡎┥᯦݅ܩ��ḩྙᨱݡ�⦽�Ṉᮡݖ�ᄡᮡ�

ⲱ݅݅ᯖᖁⲲ᯦ ǎᨱᕽ۵�ᯕ�ḡၙ��݅ܩ��ᯕ۵�ၙǎ᮹�b᯦݅ܩ

ᩎᨱᕽ᪡۵ݍ�ญ�ᯝᅙ᮹�Ǒǎᵝ᮹᪡�ᦥᄁ�ⅾญ᮹�ᩎᔍᙹᱶᵝ᮹

ෝ�ᬑಅ⦹ḡ�ᦫ݅ܩ��ᯕ۵�᪅ၵษݡ�☖ಚᯕ�⯩ಽษෝ�ႊྙ

⦹۵�đᱶᨱࠥ�ၹᩢࡹᨩ݅ܩ��ŝÑ۵�ŝÑ᯦݅ܩ��ᬑญ۵�ၙ

௹ෝ�⨆⧕�ӹᦥr݅ܩ��ᯝᅙᮡ�⬭⦽࠺�๚ǎ᯦݅ܩ��ᬑญ۵�ᯝ

ᅙᯕ��ฯᮡ�ᩎ⧁ᮥ�⦹ʑෝ�ၵ௮݅ܩ��ᱽ�ᔍčᮥ�ᯕʑ⦹۵�ä

ᮡ�ᦥܺ݅ܩอ�ᱽa�ʑಽ�ᬭᝒ▕᮹�ᱶ₦᯦ᦩᯱॅᮡݡ�ℕಽ�

ᯕ�bᮥ�aḡŁ�ᯩ݅ܩ�

ᱡ۵ࢱ��aḡ�ḩྙᮥ�ऽญŁ�݅ܩ��⦹ӹ۵�ᵲᯝš

ĥ᯦݅ܩ��ᯝᅙ᮹�Ʊᱶ₦�༊⢽a�ᵲǎᯕ�ᕽ┽⠪᧲ᨱ

ᕽ�ᖙಆᮥ�⪶ݡ⦹ḡ�༜⦹í�⦹۵�äᯕŁ�aᱶ⦹ā݅ܩ��ᯕ�

༊⢽ෝݍ�ᖒ⦹ḡ�༜⦹໕�ᯝᅙᮡ�ᱢᨕࠥ�ᵲᯝšĥᨱᕽ�ᖙಆ�Ɂ⩶

ᮥ�⇵Ǎ⧁�ä᯦݅ܩ��ᯝᅙ�⪝ᯱอ᮹�⯹ᮝಽ۵�ᵲǎᨱݡ�⦽�ᖙಆ�

Ɂ⩶ᮥ�ᯕ�ᙹ�ᨧᮝအಽ�ᯝᅙᮡ�ၙǎ᮹�ḡᬱŝ�ࠥᬡᯕ�⦥⧊

Q
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ḡอ�əäอᮝಽ۵�∊ᇥ⦹ḡ�ᦫᮥ�ᙹ�ᯩᮝ໑⦹��݅ܩ�ᯕᬤǎa

ᨱᕽ�ḡᬱᮥ�ၼᮥ�ᙹࠥ�ᯩ݅ܩ��ᦥᄁ�ⅾญ۵�ๅᬑ�vಆ⦽�ǎԕ�

ᱶ₦ᮥ�⠝⊹Ł�Ʊᨱᕽ۵�ǭ᭥ᱢᯙ�┽ࠥෝ�≉⧕᪵݅ܩ��ə్

ӹ�ᦥᦥᨱᕽ۵�ҫᯥᨧᯕ�ᩎᔍ�ྙᱽa�ᇩÑḡŁ�ᯩ݅ܩ��ᯕ

�ᔢ⫊�अᨱᕽ�ᯝᅙ᮹�ᱶ⊹۵�ྕᜉ�ᔾbᮥ�⦹Ł�ᯩᮥʭ ࢱ��

ჩṙ�ḩྙᮡ�511ᨱ�š⦽�ä᯦֥���݅ܩ�ᱥᨱ�ᯩᨩݡ�☖ಚ�ᖁ

Ñᬕ࠺ᨱᕽࢱ��ၝᵝݚ�⬥ᅕᯙ�᪅ၵษ᪡�⯱్ญ۵�༉5'ၙ⦽�ࢱ"�

እᵡᨱ�ၹݡ⧩ḡอ�ӹᵲᨱ�ᯕෝ�ḡḡ⧩݅ܩ��✙ౝ⥥ࠥݚ�ᖁࡹ

໕�511ෝ�ḡḡ⦹íࢁ�ʭ 

ຝᱡ�ᯝᅙŝ�ᵲǎᨱݡ�⧕ᕽ�ัᥡऽญā݅ܩ��ᯕ۵�

ၙǎŝ�ᵲǎ�šĥᨱࠥ�ᱢᬊ݅ܩࢊ��ᵲǎᮥ�čᱽ⧁�ႊ

ჶᮡ�ᨧ݅ܩ��ᱡ᪡�ᯕʑෝ�ӹ٥۵�ฯᮡ�ᯝᅙ�ญॅ᮹�┽ࠥ

ᨱᕽ�Òᱶᜅ్ᬕ�ᱱᮡ�ᵲǎᨱݡ�⦽�ᨖᱽᱶ₦ᯕ�⦥⦹݅Ł�ᔾ

b⦹۵�ä᯦݅ܩ��ə్ӹ�ᯕ�ḡᩎ᮹�༉ु�ǎa᪡�ᵝ�ྕᩎšĥ

ෝ�๛ᮡ�ǎaෝ�ᨖᱽ⧁�ᙹ۵�ᨧ݅ܩ��ᵲǎᮡ�Ǒᔍᱢᮝಽ۵�ๅ

ᬑ�᭥⩲ᱢᯕᨩḡอ�Ğᱽᱢᮝಽ۵�ᖙĥ�Ğᱽ�ₙᩍ⦹ḡ�ᦫᦹ�ᗭ

ಉŝ۵�݅෦݅ܩ��ᵲǎᮡ�ᦥᦥ�ḡᩎŝ�⡍ᬊᱥఖ	engagement 

strategy
ᨱᕽ�ๅᬑ�ᵲ⦽�ǎa᯦݅ܩ��ᬑญ۵�ᵲǎ᮹�ᖙಆŝ�Ɂ

⩶ᮥ�ᯕᨕ�⧊݅ܩ�

ᖙಆ�Ɂ⩶ᯕ�ᵲǎᨱݡ�⦽�Ɂ⩶ᮥ�᮹ၙ⦽݅Ł�ᔾb⧊݅ܩ��ᯕ

۵�ၙᯝ࠺๚ᨱᕽࠥ�ӹ┡Ԋ᪽��݅ܩ�᪅ၵษݡ�☖ಚᯕ�ᄁ✙ԉᨱ�

ʭ �ᵲǎ�ভྙ᯦ܩʑ�❱ๅ�ɩḡෝ�⧕ᱽ⧩݅Ł�ᔾb⦹ᝎྕ�⦽ݡ


ASEAN	��ᯝᅙᮡ�݅ᙹ᮹�ᦥᖙᦩ݅ܩ�ǎa�ၰ�⪙ᵝ᪡�ᦩᅕšĥ

A



��

ෝ�ḥᱥ┅Ł�ᯩ݅ܩ��ᯝᅙᮡ�⪙ᵝᨱ�ᰁᙹ⧉ᮥ�❱ๅ⦹ಅ݅�

ᝅ➉⧩݅ܩ��⦹ḡอ�ᯝᅙ᮹�ᱶ₦ᨱᕽ�ᖙಆ�Ɂ⩶ᮥ�ᮁḡ⦹Ł

ෙ�v᳑⧁�ᱱᮡ�⡍ᬊ݅�ੱ��݅ܩಆᮥ�ᦥᅝ�ᙹ�ᯩי�۵⦹�ᯱ

	engagement)᯦݅ܩ��

ᵲǎᯕ�ᖙĥ᮹�ྙᱽᨱᕽ�₦ᯥq�ᯩí�⧪࠺⧕�⦹۵�ᯕ⧕šĥ

ᯱŁ�⦹໕ᕽ�əᨱ�⧊ݚ⦽�ḡᇥᮥ�ᵝḡ�ᦫᮥ�ᙹ۵�ᨧၙ��݅ܩ

ǎŝ�ᯝᅙ�ᱶᇡa�ᦥᦥᯙ⥥⚍ᯱᮡ⧪	AIIB
ᨱ�ᯱ࠺ၹᔍᱢᮝ

ಽ�ⲱᦩ�ⲲŁ�⦽�äᮡ�ⓑ�ᝅ₦ᯕᨩ݅Ł�ᔾb⧊݅ܩ��ᬑญᨱ

í�}⩢ࡽ�ǎᱽ�Ğᱽ�ʑǍa�ᯩᨩࠥ�ᯕ۵�ᄥ}᯦݅ܩ��ᖙĥ

ᮡ⧪	World Bank
�ⅾᰍḢᮡ�⧎ᔢ�ၙǎᯙᯕ�โŁ�ǎᱽ☖⪵ʑɩ

	IMF
�ⅾᰍ۵�ᵝಽ�ᮁᯕӹ�⥥௲ᜅᨱᕽ�ӹ᪖݅ܩ��ᦥᦥ}ၽ

ᮡ⧪	ADB
᮹�ⅾᰍࠥ�ᯝᅙᯙ᯦݅ܩ��ᵲǎᨱí�ᵲ⦽�ᯱญෝ�ᵝ

ḡ�ᦫ۵݅໕�əॅᯕ�ᨕਜí�ӹʭ �ᵲǎᮡ�Ḣᱲ�ʑšᮥ�ᖅ

⧁�ä᯦݅ܩ��əญŁ�ᝅᱽಽ�ᯕ్⦽�ᯝᯕ�ᯝᨕӹŁ�ᯩ݅ܩ��⡍

ᬊᱥఖŝ�Ɂ⩶ᱥఖ᮹�᳑⧊ᯕ�⦥⦹݅Ł�ᅦ݅ܩ�

ᱽ��₉�ᖙĥݡᱥ�ᯕ⬥ᨱ�݅�ⅾญ�݅ᮭᮝಽ�ᰍᯥ⦽�ⅾญॅ

ŝݍ�ญ�ᦥᄁ�ⅾญ۵�ᝅḩᱢᯙ�Ʊᱶ₦ŝ�ᦩᅕᱥఖᮥ�≉⧩

��ᦥᄁ�ⅾญ᮹�ᦩᅕᱶ₦ᱥఖᨱᕽ�ə�}ֱᮡ�ๅᬑ�e݉⦹ḡ݅ܩ

อ�ๅᬑ�ᅖᰂ⦽�⧉⇶ࡽ�᮹ၙෝ�ԕ⡍⧊݅ܩ��ᦥᄁ�ⅾญ᮹�ᦩᅕᱥ

ఖᮡ�ᖙ�i௹ಽ�ӹ݅ܩۊ��ᯝᅙᮡ�ᜅᜅಽ�ᩎపᮥ�v⪵⦹Ł࠺�

๚ᮥ�v⪵⦹۵�ߑ��ฯᮡ�ʑᩍෝ�⦹Ł�⪙ᵝ�ᯙࠥ�ᄁ✙ԉ�⦥

ญ⦡�॒᮹�ᯕᬤ�ǎa᪡᮹�ᦩᅕšĥෝ�v⪵⦹۵ߑ��⯹ᥑ۵�ä᯦

�ᦥᦥ�ḡ���ᯙࠥ۵�ᯕᬤǎaŁ�ᅕʑ۵�ᨕಖḡอ�ᱱᱱ݅ܩ



��

ᩎᨱᕽ�᳕ᰍqᯕ�⍅ḡŁ�ᯩ݅ܩ��ᯝᅙŝ�⦽ǎᯕ�ᨕਅ�ᮝಽ

ु�ᩎᔍᱢ�ྙᱽᨱᕽ�⦽�ၽ�እ⍽ᖅ�ᙹ�ᯩ݅໕�⦽ǎŝ�ᯝᅙࠥ�ᦩᅕ

⩲ಆᮥ�v⪵⧁�ᙹ�ᯩᮥ�ä᯦݅ܩ��ᱡ۵�ᯝᅙᯕ�ᯕ�ᮝಽ�ᵲǎ�

ྙᱽᨱݡ�᮲⦹Ł�ᯩ݅Ł�ᔾb⧊݅ܩ�

ḩྙᯱ̹ᕽ�ᩎᔍᨱݡ�⧕�ᨙɪ⦹ᝁ�ᱱᮡ�⦽ǎᮡ�ྜྷುᯕŁ�ᵲǎ

ᨱࠥ�ᱢᬊ݅ܩࢊ��ə్ӹ�ᯕᱽ�ᯕ�ྙᱽ۵࠺�ᦥᦥᨱᕽ��ᯕᔢ�

ə݅ḡ�ⓑ�እᵲᮥ�₉ḡ⦹ḡ�ᦫᮝ໑�ᦿᮝಽ۵�ᬒ�ə్⧁�ä᯦

���ᯝᅙ᮹�ྙᱽ۵�aᰆ�aʭᯕ�ᯩ۵�ӹᯙ�ᵲǎ�ၰ�⦽ǎŝ݅ܩ

aᰆ�ⓑ�i॒�šĥᨱ�ᯩ݅۵�ä᯦݅ܩ��ᦿᮝಽ�eᯕ�ḡԁᙹಾ�

ᯕ్⦽�ྙᱽ۵�ᱱ₉�ŝÑ�ᗮᮝಽ�ᔍḩ�ä᯦݅ܩ��ᗵḢ⯩�ั⧕

ᕽ�ၙǎᨱᕽ۵�⦽ǎᯕ�ᯕ�ྙᱽෝ״�ʑ�ᝌᨕ⦽݅۵�ᯙᯕ�ᔾĉ

ӹŁ�ᯩ݅ܩ��⦽ǎᯕ�ᱩݡ�ⲱᩩᜅⲲ۵ᮥݖ��ᵝḡ�ᦫᮥ�ÑŁ�

ᔾb⧊݅ܩ��ᯕ�ᯙᯕ�฿ु�✡ญु�ᔍᝅᯕ�ə౨݅ܩ��ə్

အಽ�ᯕ᪡�zᮡ�ᩎᔍᱢ�ྙᱽ۵�ᩍ్�aḡ�ႊᮝಽ�᯲ᬊ⧊݅ܩ�

511᪡�šಉ⧕ᕽݡ�☖ಚᯕࡽ��⬥�✙ౝ⥥a�᯦ᰆᮥ�ၵС�a܆

ᖒᯕ�ᯩḡอ�ə�ᯝᯕ�ᯝᨕӹญŁ�ᔢᔢ⦹ʑ۵�ᨕಖ݅ܩ��

✙ౝ⥥۵�511ᨱ�ၹݡ⧁�ᐱอ�ᦥܩ�/"'5"᳑₉�⠱ʑ⦹Ł�

ᨕ�⧊݅ܩ��⯱్ญࠥ�ႊᦩᮥ�༉ᔪ⧁�ä᯦݅ܩ��ᦥษ�ᯱᝁ᮹�511�

ၹ᯦�ݡᰆᮥ�℁⫭⧁�ႊჶᮥ�ᮝಅŁ�⧁�ä᯦᳑��݅ܩ᧞�ᯱℕ

ෝ�ᰍ⩲ᔢ⧁�ᙹ۵�ᨧḡอ�ᩍ్�aḡ�511�᳑⧎ᮥ�⧪⦹۵�ᖙᇡ

ᔍ⧎ॅᮥ�݅�⩲ᔢ⧁�ᙹ۵�ᯩ݅ܩ��⯱్ญ۵�ᯕ�ႊჶᮥ�ࠥ

⧁�ä᯦݅ܩ��⦹ḡอ�⯱్ญaݡ�☖ಚᯕࡹ�ࠥ�ၝᵝݚᯕ�ᰆ

ᦦ⦽�ǎ⫭ᨱᕽ�511ᨱݡ�⦽�₍ᖒᮥ�ᯕҭᨕԕʑ۵�ๅᬑ�ᨕಖܩ
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݅��⯱్ญaݚ�᮹�᮹čᮥ࠭ࡹ�ต�ᙹ�ᯩᮝญŁ۵�ᔾbḡ�ᦫ

�ǎᱽᔍ⫭ᨱᕽ�ၙǎ᮹�ᝁࠥܩ��ᯕäᮡ�Ğᱽ�ྙᱽa�ᦥ݅ܩ

	credibility
ᨱ�š⦽�ྙᱽᯕŁ�511a�☖ŝࡹḡ�ᦫᮝ໕�ၙǎ᮹�ᦩ

ᅕ�ᯕᯖᯕ�ᱡ⧕ࢁ�äᯕ۵�ᵝᰆᮝಽ�ᱲɝ⧕ࢁ��ä᯦݅ܩ��ᯕ

�ᵝᰆᯕ�☖⦹ु�☖⦹ḡ�ᦫु�eᨱ�eᯕ�Ùต�ä᯦݅ܩ��ᦥྕ

ญ�Ӻšᱢᮝಽ�ᅙ݅�⧕ࠥ�ᦥᵝ�ฯᮡ�eᯕ�Ùต�ä᯦݅ܩ��ᱡ

໕�511a�᳑อe�☖ŝࡹญ۵�ʑ۵ݡ�ᱲᮥ�ä᯦݅ܩ�

⦽ǎᯕ�511ᨱݡ�⧕�ᨕਅ�᯦ᰆᮥ�≉⧕�⦹໑�ᵲǎŝ�

ᯝᅙ�ᔍᯕᨱᕽ�ᨕਜí�⧪࠺⧕�⦽݅Ł�ᔾb⦹ᝎܩʭ 

511a�᮹⫭ᨱᕽ�☖ŝ⦹Ł�ၽ⬉ࡹ໕�ᯕ�᳑᧞ŝ�ə൚

᮹�ᯝᬱᯕ۵ࡹ��äᯕ�ๅᬑ�ᵲ⧕ḩ�ä᯦݅ܩ��ə్໕�

⦽ǎࠥ�a᯦⦹íࡹ�ญ�ᔾb⧊݅ܩ��ᩍʑᕽ�༊⢽۵�ᨕ۱�ᱱ

ᨱ۵�ᵲǎᮥ�511ᨱ�a᯦┅۵�äᯕࡹ�ᨕ�⧊݅ܩ��ᦩ┡ʾí

ࠥ�᮹⫭a�511ෝ�ađ⦹ࠥಾ�ᖅा⦹ʑ�᭥⧕ᕽ�᪅ၵษݡ�☖ಚ

ᯕ�ⲱᬑญa�ᖙĥྕᩎ᮹�Ƚჵᮥ�ᱶ⦹ḡ�ᦫᮝ໕�ᵲǎᯕ�⧁�äⲴᯕ

۵�ၽᨙᮥ�⧕�⧩݅ܩ��ᵲǎᮡ�ᖙĥෝ�᭥⦽�Ƚჵᮡ⍅ֶ�ᯱ

ᝁॅᮥ�᭥⦽�Ƚჵᮥ�ᖙᬑ۵ࠥߑ��ᧁෝ�ບŁ�ᯩ݅ܩ��ə్ӹ�ᯕ�

ၽᨙᮡ�511a�ᵲǎᮥ�čᱽ⦹ʑ�᭥⦽�äᯕ۵�ᯙᔢᮥ�ᵝᨩܩ

݅��ᧁⅩᨱ�ᵲǎ�čᱽ۵�511᮹�༊ᱢᯕ�ᦥܩᨩŁ�ə౨íࡹ�ᨕᕽ

ࠥ�ᦩ݅ܩࢊ���อ᧞�ᯕäᯕ�༊⢽໕�ᵲǎ�čᱽ۵�ᝅ⩥ࢁ�ᙹ�ᨧ

ᮭᮥ�ᯙḡ⧕�⧊ྕᮁᯱ��݅ܩᩎᮝಽ�}ႊᮥ�᭥⦽�ᩍ్�᳑⊹ෝ�

�ᩎ�ᱥྙaaྕ��݅ܩ⧊�ᨱ�⦽ᵲᯝ�'5"ࠥ�⇵ḥ⧕࠺�۵⦹≉

ᦥܭ�ᦥษ⇵ᨕಽ�əญŁ�ᱶ⊹�šₑᯱಽᕽ�ัᥡऽญ۵�ä᯦݅ܩ

Q
A
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อ�ᯱᮁྕᩎ�}ႊŝ�⦽ᵲᯝ�'5"۵�ᔢ⪙႑┡ᱢᯕḡ�ᦫᮝ໑�ə

౨í�ᔾb⧕ᕽࠥ�ᦩ݅ܩࢊ��

ၙǎᮡ�ၝᵝᵝ᮹�ᖁࠥǎaᯕŁ�ᯙಆŝ�ᱽࠥ�ḡ�⊂

໕ᨱᕽ�aᰆ�ᯱᬱᯕ�⣮ᇡ⦽�ӹ᯦ၙ��݅ܩǎ�ᱶ⊹᪡�

ᨙುᯕ�ᯕౝ�í�ᙁ♕⦹۵�ᬱᯙᯕ�ྕᨨᯕŁ�ᔾb⦹ᝎܩ

ʭ 

ᯝᇡ۵�ၙǎ�Łᮁ᮹�ྙᱽᯕŁ�ᯝᇡ۵�݅ෙ�ӹॅᨱ

ࠥ�Ŗ☖ᱢᮝಽ�᳕ᰍ⦹۵�Ǎ᳑ᱢ�✚Ḷᯕʑࠥ�⧊݅ܩ��ၝ

ᵝݚᨱᕽ۵�᪽ࢱ��ᔍ௭อݡ�☖ಚ�⬥ᅕಽ�ӹᖑᮥʭ �᪽�⯱్ญ

᪡�᯲֥ʭḡ۵�ၝᵝݚᬱ᳑₉�ᦥܩᨩ���ᖙ᮹�ᔍ⫭ᵝ᮹ᯱอ�⇽

ษ⧩ᮥʭ ݡ�☖ಚ�ᖁÑ�⇽ษᯱa�ᯕࢹ�ᐱᯙ�ᯕᮁ۵�ྕᨨᯝʭ

 �ԕ֥ᨱ�ᖁÑෝ�ᦿࢱŁ�ᯩ۵�⦽ǎᨱᕽ۵�٥a�⬥ᅕaࢁ��a

�٥Ł׳�ᖒᯕ܆a�ᱶั�ḡḡෝ�ฯᯕ�ၼ۵ḡᨱݡ�⧕�᪽�ᦥྕࠥ�

ั⧁�ᙹ�ᨧᮥʭ �ᯝᅙᨱᕽ۵�ᦥᄁ�ⅾญᨱݡ�⦽�ḡḡa�ə☁ಾ�

ᱢ⧁�ᔍ௭ݡ�ᮡ�ᯕᮁa�ྕᨨᯝʭ �ᯝᅙᨱᕽ۵�ᦥᄁ�ⅾญᨱ׳

ᯕ�ᨧ݅ܩ��ᯕ�༉ु�ǎaᨱᕽ�ญᝎ᮹�ᇡᰍa�ӹ┡Ԋ݅ܩ��ᕽ

ᮁࠥ�ษ₍aḡ᯦᪽��݅ܩ�ᱶ⊹ᨱ�᯦ྙ⦹Łᯱ�⦹۵�ᯙᰍa�ᇡ

᳒⧁ʭ �ᯕ۵�Ŗ☖ᱢᯙ�ྙᱽᯕ໑�əᱡ�ญᝎᯕӹ�ᬑญa�ᔍ

۵�ᖙᔢᨱᕽ�ᱶ₦ᮥ�อु݅۵�ä᮹�᮹ၙa�ᅖᰂ⦹ʑ�ভྙᯙḡ

ࠥ�༉෦݅ܩ��ᯕäᮥ�}ᯙᯕ�qݚ⧁�ᙹ۵�ᨧ݅ܩ��ḡɩ�ᯕ�ᙽ

e�ၶɝ⩽ݡ�☖ಚ�᯦ᰆᯕ໕�ᷱÑᬙ�ᙹa�ᨧၙ��݅ܩǎᨱᕽ

۵�ᱶĥᨱ�ḥ⇽⦹ಅ۵�ᔍ௭ᯕ�ฯḡ�ᦫ݅ܩ��ᯕ᪡�zᮡ�ᙁ♕᮹�

ᬱᯙᮡ�ྕᨨᯝʭ �Ŗ⪵ݚ�ᬑ❭ᨱᕽ�᪅ၵษݡ�☖ಚᨱí�ᅕᯕ۵�

Q

A
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ၹ᮲ᯕ�թྕ�v⧕ᕽ�ၙǎ᮹�ᇥᩕᯕ�aᵲࡹᨩ݅Ł�ᔾb⧊݅ܩ��

ᨕਅ�ᯕᮁᨱᕽु�ḡӽ��֥�ᔍᯕᨱ�┡⩲ᮥ�Ñᇡ⦹۵�ᖒ⨆ᯕ�⭉ᦍ�

v⧕Ჭྜྷ��݅ܩು�݅ෙ�ᯕᮁࠥ�ᯩᮥ�ä᯦݅ܩ�

໑⋁�ᱥ�⯱్ญ۵ݡ�☖ಚᨱݚ�ᖁࡹ໕�ԉ⠙ᯕ�ၙǎ�Ğ

ᱽෝ�ၵಽᰂᦥ�ᵥ�äᯕ۵�ၽᨙᮥ�⧩ၙ��݅ܩǎᯙॅ�

ᔍᯕᨱᕽ۵�ᖙĥ�ɩᮖ᭥ʑa�᪅ʑ�ᱥ᮹�ᳬᮡ�ᱩᯕ�࠭ᦥ᪅ʑෝ�

ၵ۵�ᱶᕽa�ᯩ۵�ॐ⧊݅ܩ��ᯕ్⦽�ᱲɝჶᯕ�ᖁÑᨱ�ᩢ⨆ᮥ�

ၙ⋁ʭ 

ᱡ۵�⯱్ญa�ᖁÑᬕ࠺ŝ�ᖁÑ�ᱥᨱݡ�⦽�ᇩᦩq

ŝ�Òᱶᯕ�ᝍ⧕ḥ�ӹນḡ�aḡ�ᗭᬊᨧ۵�ᯝᮥ�ჭᩡࢱ�

݅Ł�ᔾb⧊݅ܩ��ℌṙ�⯱్ญa�ⲱࠥձऽ�✙ౝ⥥۵�᭥⨹⦹ʑ�ভ

ྙᨱݡ�☖ಚᨱݚ�ᖁ⍽ᕽ۵�ᦩ݅ࡽ��ⲲŁ�ั⦽�ä᯦݅ܩ��ᱡࠥ�

��ə్ӹ�ᯕ�ᮝಽ۵�ᔍ௭ॅ᮹�⢽ෝ�ᮥ�ᙹ�ᨧ݅ܩ⧊᮹࠺

��ӹᨱí�⚍⢽⦹۵�äᮡ�ňܩ⦹⨹ෙ�⬥ᅕa�թྕ�᭥݅��݅ܩ

ⲱݚᝁᯕ�ӹෝ�Ꮂᦥ�⧁�ɮᱶᱢ�ີḡa�ᨧŁ�݅ෙ�⬥ᅕᨱ�ၹ

ᩍ�ӹෝ�Ꮂᦥ�⦹۵�ᇡᱶᱢ�ີḡอ�ᯩ݅�Ⲳ۵�äŝ�z⦹ݡ

���ᱢᨕࠥ݅ܩ⧊�ᙹ�ᨧ݅Ł�ᔾbࢁᖁݚ���ᱡ۵�ə�ᮝಽ۵݅ܩ

ᛞḡ۵�ᦫᮥ�ä᯦݅ܩ��⩥⦽�ᱥఖᮡ�ᦥܺ݅ܩ��ክ�ⓕฑ▕	#ill 

Clinton
ᯕ�Ğᱽෝ�ၵಽᰂí�⦹ā݅۵�ၽᨙࠥ�ᳬᮡ�ᱥఖᯕ�ᦥܺ

໕�Ğᱽෝ�₦ᯥᲙ�⧁�ᔍ௭ᮡ�⯱్ญ᯦ࡹᖁݚ�ญa్⯱��݅ܩ

� �ԉ⠙ᯕ�Ğᱽෝ�ၵಽᰂᮥ�äᯕŁ�ั⦹۵�äᯝʭ᪽��݅ܩ

ᱩၶ⦹ʑ�ভྙ᯦݅ܩ��ᱡ۵�⯱్ญa�ᱱᱱ��ᱩၶ⧕Კᕽ�ə�

ၽᨙᮥ�⧩݅Ł�ᔾb⧊݅ܩ��ə௹ᕽ�Òᱶ݅ܩࢊ��ᱡ۵�⯱్ญa�

Q

A
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ʑෝ�ၵḡอࡹᖁݚ�⯱్ญ᮹�ྙᱽ۵�ᯱᝁ᮹�Ğ⨹ŝ�ᖒ≉ᨱ�

ᷪ�⧔ݡ�ŝÑᨱݡ�⦽�ᯕʑෝ�⦽݅۵�ä᯦ᮁ��݅ܩǭᯱॅᮡ�ӹ

ᨱᕽ�aᰆ׳�ᮡ�ᯱญᨱ�᪅Ł�݅۵�ə֡᮹�ၵ௭ᯕ�ᦥܩ�

ᦿᮝಽ�ᨕਜí�⧁ḡ�ၙ௹ᨱ�š⧕�ॄŁ�ᨕ�⧊݅ܩ��⯱్ญ۵�ə�

ᇡᇥᨱ�š⧕ᕽ۵�ฯᯕ�ᨙɪ⦹ḡ�ᦫ݅ܩ�

ᯝᅙᮡ�ษᯕթᜅ�ɩญෝ�᯦ࠥ⧩6&��݅ܩ�ǎa᮹�

ษᯕթᜅ�ɩญ۵�⬉ŝa�ᯩ۵�ॐ⦽ߑ�ᯝᅙᮡ�⬉ŝa�ᨧ

۵�ä�z݅ܩ�

ᔍŖᯝ�ᯕᔍᰆܹ�ᦿᨱᕽ�ᯕ�ྙᱽᨱݡ�⧕�ัᥡऽญಅ

���ษᯕթᜅ�ɩญᐱอ݅ܩ۵�äᯕ�ᔍᝅ᯦ࡹ�ฯᯕ�ᵝᱡܩ

ᦥܩ�ᯝᅙᮡ⧪�ᱶ₦ᯕ�ᱥၹᱥᮝಽ�⬉ŝa�ᨧ۵�ä�z݅ܩ��

ᱡӹ�ฯᮡ�ᯝᅙᯙᨱí�ᯕ⧕a�aḡ�ᦫ۵�aᱶᮥ�☁ݡಽ�⦽�ᱶ₦

ᯕʑ�ভྙ᯦݅ܩ��ɩญa�ๅᬑ�ԏʑ�ভྙᨱ�ᔍᝅᔢ�ྕഭಽ�ࠩᮥ�

ክต�ᙹ�ᯩ݅ܩ��ə౨ḡอ�٥a�ᯕ�ࠩᮥ�ክಅaāܩʭ �ᯙ

⥭౩ᯕᖹ�༊⢽a�ᝅ➉⧩ᮥ�ভࠥ�ษ₍aḡ᯦݅ܩ��ᔍ௭ॅᯕ�ᯕ�

ᱶࠥಽ�ԏᮡ�ᯥɩ᮹�ᯝᯱญ᳑₉ࠥ�ԕ֥ᨱ�ᮁḡ⧁�ᙹ�ᯩᮥḡ�ᨧ

ᮥḡ�ᇩᦩ⧕�⦽݅໕�ḡɩݚ�ᰆ�ྕᨙaෝ�ᔍŁ�ᖅा⧁�ᙹ۵�ᨧ

݅ܩ��ᯝᅙ�57ە�ᜅ�⥥ಽəఉ�᧖⍅ᯙ�ᱡ᮹�ᱽᯱa�݅ᮭŝ�z

ᯕ�ั⦽�ၵ�ᯩ݅ܩ��ⲳᱡ۵�ᨕฑ�ᯱ֡aᯩ�ࢹ�݅ܩ��ᦥ❭✙ෝ�

ᯥݡ⦹Ł�ᯩ۵ߑ�ᦥ❭✙ෝ�ᔍŁ�݅ܩ��Ñ᮹�ᦥྕ�እᬊ�ᨧᯕ�

ࠩᮥ�ክต�ᙹ�ᯩḡอ�ḡɩ᮹�Ğᱽa�ᨕਜíࢁ�ḡ�༉ā݅ܩ��

ᱽa�ᔑ�ᦥ❭✙�aĊᯕ�əݡಽ�ᮁḡࢁʭ �ԕ֥ᨱ�ᦥ❭✙�a⊹

a�ᔢ⧁ʭ�⦹⧁ʭ �⪶ᝁᯕ�ᕽḡ�ᦫ݅ܩ��ᦿᮝಽ�ᱽ�

Q

A
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ᩑᅪᯕ�᪅ෝ�äᯙḡ�ԕಅi�äᯙḡࠥ��༉ā݅ܩ��ḡɩ�ᦥ

❭✙ෝ�ᔍʑᨱ۵�թྕ�ᇩᦩ⧊݅ܩ�Ⲵ�ə௹ᕽ�ə�⦺ᔾᮡ�ĥᗮ�ᦥ

❭✙ෝ�ᯥݡ⧕ᕽ�ᔕŁ�ᯩ݅ܩ��ᯕ�ᇩ⠪ᯕ�ҫᯥᨧᯕ�ॅพܩ

݅��ᯙ⥭౩ᯕᖹ�༊⢽�ษᯕթᜅ�ɩญ�ప᮹�᧲ᱢ᪥⪵a�ᗭእݡ�
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The US and Northeast Asia 
in a Turbulent Time1
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There are so many issues to talk about with the geopolitics of 
East Asia, US-Japan relations and US-Korea relations. Maybe 
what would be most useful would be for me to spend some time 
talking about domestic politics in the United States and in Japan 
as well as what the implications are for what is happening in our 
countries, in our foreign policy, and in the region. 

Let me talk a little bit about the United States presidential 
election. There is a concern all around the world about what 
is happening in this election campaign and the possibility that 
Donald Trump might be elected. I think Hillary Clinton will 
probably win this election. But it is not a done deal. It is not 
certain that she will win. At the beginning of this month, there 
was a 13-point spread in popularity between Hillary Clinton 
and Donald Trump in Hillary’s favor. As of this morning, it is 
dead tied in almost every poll. It is a statistical dead hit. And 

1　This is a transcript of the speech by Professor Gerald L. Curtis at the IGE/KITA 
Global Trade Forum on May 24, 2016. The views expressed here are the speaker’s.
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it is trending toward Trump at the moment but you know it is 
early. Conventions have not been held. Hillary is still involved 
in a primary battle with Bernie Sanders. So things will move 
further. I think at the end of the day common sense will win out 
over frustration, anger, fear, and the other kind of emotions that 
Donald Trump tries to stir up to gain support and she will be 
elected.

But there are two things to keep in mind or for us to think 
about. One is why is he as popular as he is and secondly, to 
distinguish between Trump, the man who will probably lose the 
election, and the phenomenon called the Trump phenomenon 
that will affect American politics and foreign policy even if he 
loses. There is a strong kind of anti-establishment mood in the 
US that is reflected in the support both for Donald Trump and 
for Bernie Sanders, who are two sides of the same coin (one on 
the extreme right and the other on the extreme left), reflecting 
the dissatisfactions of so many people with politics as usual and 
with the establishment. 

One reason Hillary Clinton is in trouble is that she epitomizes 
the establishment, the so called ‘limousine liberal’ who talks 
about the working men and the party being the party of the 
common folks, but spends all her time giving lectures for 
$250,000 a shot at places like Goldman Sachs and other 
financial institutions and who hangs out in a rather rarefied 
atmosphere of well-off people. This has become a big problem, I 
think, for the Democratic Party.
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Trump is the candidate who is advocating change and new 
initiatives. And it is not the first time this has happened. Eight 
years ago when Barack Obama was elected president and when 
he defeated Hillary Clinton in the Democratic primary contest, 
what were his slogans? “Yes, we can.” “A new beginning.” Barack 
Obama was the agent of change and there have been a lot of 
changes over these past 8 years but they have not satisfied the 
public. Now it’s Trump. Trump will probably move more to the 
center as we move into the main election. But, the fundamental 
issues that Donald Trump is trying to get support for will not 
change – anti-immigration, anti-free trade, and isolationism. 
This is what Donald Trump stands for. 

There is a kind of a political earthquake under way in the 
United States. When an earthquake occurs, and as a Japan 
specialist I have witnessed many including the one in Kumamoto 
last month, it exposes deep fissures in the society and that is 
what we see in the United States. I think there are three fissures 
or three big divisions in American society that will remain at 
issue for our country whether Trump wins or loses. The most 
important one is the growing and the extreme state of inequality 
in income and wealth in the United States. It is not just the 1% 
against the rest, the very wealthy 1%. It is that the top 20% of 
Americans have seen their standard of living increase year on 
year ever since the recovery from the Lehman shock. The other 
80% have had stagnant incomes since 2000. And it is this 80% 
that provides the pool of people that Donald Trump appeals to. 
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Inequality is overlaid with another fissure or another issue 
in American society that is driving a lot of politics. That is 
our demographic transition. The percentage of the American 
population that is white will be less than 50% within 30 years. 
In 1960, 85% of Americans were white. This year the percentage 
is 63%. In 2045, it will be less than 50%. In the age cohort up 
to 18, within three years, by 2019, the majority will be non-
white. In 30 years from now, one of every three Americans 
will be Hispanic. These are huge changes in American society. 
And they are the source of the strength and the dynamism of 
American society, in my view. And it is why we do not face the 
demographic problem that you face and that the Japanese face of 
a rapidly aging and shrinking population. 

Our population is neither shrinking nor is it aging because 
immigrants are young and immigrants have children. I think 
it is the source of the strength of America that we have always 
been an immigrant society. These figures are healthy figures, I 
think, a reflection of the strength of our country. But they are 
also the source of the frustration and the fear of a lot of people 
in that 80%, especially the white working class people who 
feel that their jobs have been stolen by illegal immigrants from 
Mexico or others or that their incomes have been depressed by 
free trade agreements that help American business, but do not 
help the American working men. This is what Donald Trump is 
appealing to. 

The point that I would stress is that even if Trump is defeated, 
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as I hope and still expect, these issues are not going away and 
they will affect the policies of the next president even if it is 
Hillary Clinton. Both our political parties in the United States 
are deeply, deeply divided internally. The Democratic Party 
is divided between two wings. One is kind of the centrist, 
moderate, internationalist, basically free trade oriented grouping 
that Hillary Clinton represents. The other is the Democratic 
left wing represented by people like Bernie Sanders, Senator 
Elizabeth Warren, protectionists, big government, and 
isolationists in foreign policy. 

One of the interesting phenomena in the Democratic Party 
that is exacerbating this division between the center liberals 
and the left wing progressives is a very interesting phenomenon 
which is that among the affluent top 20% there is a growing 
support for the Democratic Party. The number of wealthy 
individuals who support the Democratic Party is increasing. 
The reason is they are social liberals, concerned about women’s 
rights, gay rights, and global warming. These issues are not well 
received in the Republican Party, where the Tea Party is so far on 
the right and issues like abortion are rejected. So a lot of wealthy 
social liberals support the Democratic Party. About a quarter of 
voters for the Democratic Party, according to some estimates, 
are from the more wealthy part of our society. But they do not 
share the economic agenda of the left, as I said, exacerbating the 
divisions in the Democratic Party.

Situations in the Republican Party are worse. There is the 
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right wing, religious, evangelical, fundamentalists represented 
by people like Ted Cruz. There are the moderate, mainstream, 
traditional centrist Republicans. In the primary campaign, the 
one who tried to represent that kind of common sense centrist 
element got nowhere. That was John Kasick. He won only in 
one state, his own state. Then you have Donald Trump, bringing 
in a lot of new people into the Republican Party and shaking up 
that party. 

In the past, American politics was characterized as having 
a center right party and a center left party offering the public 
policy options, but there was a center and there was an arena of 
consensus, an arena in which you could arrive at compromise. 
Look at the United States in the last 8 years. No compromise. 
Republicans have opposed virtually everything that Obama 
has tried to do. How we restore politics of compromise and 
consensus is critical. You cannot have an effectively functioning 
democracy without consensus and an area of compromise. Right 
now, that is a big problem in the United States.

Donald Trump gave a foreign policy speech a few weeks ago 
which every foreign policy expert kind of denounced as full of 
contradictions, unrealistic, and dangerous. And I agree with 
that assessment. But I listened to that speech and was thinking 
to myself, “You know, a lot of Americans who are not foreign 
policy experts are listening to this.” And I imagine they say, 
“Yeah, that’s exactly right. That’s what I think. Yeah, free trade 
agreements have been good for some American businesses 
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but it’s really bad for me.” That view is very widespread in the 
United States. 

I should mention as a consequence the possibility that 
the Trans-Pacific Partnership, the TPP, will be passed by the 
Congress is much less than 50%. It is very difficult for me to 
see TPP being approved. Probably the only window is the so 
called the lame duck session after the presidential elections in 
November. It is a very short schedule to be only a 16-day lame 
duck session. But there the senators do not have to worry about 
being elected. They are either re-elected or defeated. If they were 
defeated, they are really free to vote as they like. So Obama will 
try to get TPP through the Congress in the lame duck session. 

Along with the presidential elections, there are congressional 
elections in November. In the Senate, there are 24 seats at stake 
that are currently held by Republicans and 10 seats that are held 
by Democrats. If the Democrats win those 10 seats plus another 
4, they will have a majority in the Senate. So even if Donald 
Trump were to become the president, I think the chances are 
very high that the Senate will be controlled by the Democrats 
after this election. It is currently controlled by the Republicans. 
So that will be a check on Trump. But of 24 Republicans and 10 
Democrats who are running in this election, how many do you 
think have come out in favor of TPP? The answer is zero, not 
one, among all the 24 Republicans and 10 Democrats. Almost 
all the candidates have not stated what their position is. 
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But as we get closer to the election, you will see many of them 
come out against TPP just like Hillary Clinton did after saying 
that it was the gold standard. If it does not get passed in the lame 
duck session, I do not see how it can pass with a Democratic 
Congress where even if Hillary Clinton were to become 
president and change her view and say we should pass it, it is 
unlikely to happen. So what does that do to America’s credibility 
in the world after other countries like Japan, like Prime Minister 
Abe using a lot of political capital to get his agricultural lobby to 
go along if the US pulls the rug out from under the TPP? This is 
the reality that we face. 

One other thing about this election that is very disturbing to 
me is the irresponsibility of the American media in covering it. Six 
months ago no one thought that Donald Trump was a serious 
candidate. But the media thought he was interesting. He was 
good entertainment and they provided a lot of free advertising 
time to Donald Trump. They helped create a monster that they 
now are desperately trying to destroy. 

One organization did an analysis of, “If you translated the 
amount of free coverage given to the candidates into paid 
advertising time, what does it look like?” Very dramatic! In the 
month of March, Jeb Bush spent about $100 million on TV 
advertising. He got $600 million of free advertising. Hillary 
spent about the same, a little more than $100 million. And, 
partly because of her email problems, she got more attention. 
So it is not all positive, but she got about $800 million of free 
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TV time. Donald Trump spent $10 million, one-tenth of either 
Bush or Clinton. In terms of free time that he did not have to 
pay for, it was $1.9 billion. That’s Trump. That’s the Trump 
phenomenon. 

The president of CBS TV speaking at some business 
conference in California three weeks ago said about this 
phenomenon, “Well, Donald Trump may be bad for America 
but he’s damn good for CBS. The money keeps on rolling 
in and the rating keeps on going up. It’s so much fun. Keep 
it up, Donald. Keep going.” I remember the quote by heart 
because it was so infuriating to hear this man whose salary is 
$60 million a year providing free time to Donald Trump to stir 
up the emotions of people who are worried about having a job 
tomorrow. This is a media problem that I don’t think we have 
seen in the way we see it this time. 

I think the good news is that Hillary Clinton will probably 
win this election and if she does, we will see continuity in 
American foreign policy. We will know who the key players 
are that are advising her and that will hold important positions 
because they will be people she employed when she was 
Secretary of State. But under Hillary Clinton, do not expect new 
American initiatives on free trade because the public support for 
kind of a more protectionist approach is too strong to deny. Do 
expect that there will be more pressure on Korea, on Japan, and 
on NATO countries to carry more of the so-called burden of the 
common defense. You know what Donald Trump has said about 
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Korea and Japan, “Either pay for us to stay here to protect you, 
or do it yourselves and get nuclear weapons and do what you 
want. You take care of yourselves and we take care of ourselves.” 
Donald Trump’s view of the world is, “Either we dominate it 
or retreat in isolationism. And if we don’t have enough power 
to dominate it alone, you help us to dominate by giving us the 
money to enable us to do that.” It is not a realistic alternative. 
We cannot afford to retreat in isolationism and we cannot 
dominate the world. And we don’t have a mercenary army. 

I tell my friends in the Japanese government, “Don’t keep on 
making this argument that Japan spends more money on host 
nation support than any other American ally.” It’s good and it’s 
important and they’ll probably have to spend more. But the 
implication is that because they spend a lot of money in host 
nation support, we should be satisfied with the security alliance. 
That is not the point. The point is that it serves our interests. It 
is in the interests of defending our own country that we have 
a security alliance with Japan. If it were necessary, it does not 
matter how much Japan spends. We are not going to defend 
Japan to do a favor for the Japanese. I think under Clinton 
we will see more pressure on allies to do more, and a different 
position on free trade issues.

Let me switch gears and talk a little bit about Japan. 
When Abe Shinzo was prime minister the first time after 
Prime Minister Koizumi, his emphasis was on revising the 
Constitution, on rewriting history, and on making Japan a so-
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called beautiful country. He didn’t have much focus on the 
Japanese economy. He didn’t have any clear economic policy. 
So he was like a different person when he came back into office 
this time because he came back with a strategy, an economic 
strategy, and branded it as ‘Abenomics’ with three arrows. The 
three arrows strategy goes back to an old fable in Japan about 
a samurai telling his three sons, “One arrow can be easily 
broken but if you bundle three arrows together, then they are 
unbreakable. So you three need to stick together.” That’s where 
it comes from. Abe’s policy or his strategy supposedly was to 
bundle together three arrows that would lead to strengthening of 
the Japanese economy. 

The arrow was monetary easing and setting an inflation target. 
The second was fiscal stimulus. The third was structural reform 
to encourage more private sector-led growth. And the Bank of 
Japan set a 2% inflation target. It was supposed to achieve it in 
2015, then they postponed it to 2016 and now it’s sometime in 
2017. But they are not going to achieve a 2% inflation target. 
All three of these arrows are sort of bundled together, so that 
you would have the Bank of Japan policy that would change the 
people’s mindset and shift away from inflation. If you expect 
that prices will be cheaper next year than they are now, rather 
than the incentive to consume and invest as much if you assume 
prices will go up, you will go out and buy now rather than 
later. And while the inflation expectations were changing, the 
government consumption would stimulate demand and then 
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major structural reforms would kick in and the economy would 
be self-sustaining. 

None  o f  th i s  ha s  worked .  Abenomic s  ha s  been  a 
disappointment to the Japanese public. The inflation target 
is not being reached. And on fiscal policy, the Japanese have 
had one foot on the pedal and one foot on the break, steadily 
increasing the size of the deficit finance budget and raising the 
consumption tax at the same time. 

As you know, one issue now is what Japan will do about the 
scheduled consumption tax increase from 8% to 10% that is 
supposed to kick in next April. There is a lot of speculation 
that Abe will once again postpone the tax. I believe he is going 
to raise the tax on schedule and compensate for it by having a 
very large supplemental budget this fall on the order of 10 to 15 
trillion yen, 2% to 3% of GDP. 

On structural reforms, there has been a lot of under the radar 
deregulations, moves, and so on, but major structural reform, 
whether in agriculture or the labor market or other areas, simply 
has not happened. 

But if you ask the Japanese if they support Prime Minister 
Abe and his government, more than 50%, in most polls, say, 
“Yes.” Do you feel that Abenomics has benefited you? Most 
people say, “No.” Do you agree with the decision to reinterpret 
the Constitution to permit collective defense? The majority says, 
“No.” On almost every policy issue, the majority of the public 
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does not support what the Abe administration has done. But the 
majority supports the Abe administration. How do you explain 
this inconsistency, or this contradiction? The answer is not very 
difficult to discover. It is the question that is not asked, but if it 
were, the result would be overwhelmingly the same answer. Do 
you think that if Prime Minister Abe were to be replaced, that 
things would be better in Japan? I think 90% would say, “Oh 
my god, no it would only be worse!” because the opposition 
parties have never been weaker and more irrelevant. They don’t 
talk about the issues that matter to people. There is no challenger 
to the Liberal Democratic Party (LDP). 

The LDP had revolving door prime ministers after Koizumi, 
six in six years. The desire for stability is very strong and it is 
a major source of Abe’s strength. So you should assume that 
Prime Minister Abe will be prime minister at least through his 
second term which is 2018. You never know in politics what 
might happen but the chances are that the LDP will revise its 
internal rules – it is not a constitutional issue but an internal 
party rule about the president being limited to two terms of 
three years each. That may well be changed and he will remain 
prime minster through the Tokyo Olympics. Someone very close 
to him told me one thing Abe thinks about is the three longest 
serving prime ministers in Japanese history since the Meiji era. 
The longest serving one was called Katsura Taro, before the 
war: 7 years and 11 months. The second longest serving was 
Sato Eisuke: 7 years and 6 months. And the third one was Ito 
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Hirobumi: 7 years about 3 months. They all come from Abe’s 
election district. They all come from Yamaguchi, Choshu. If 
Abe gets his third term, he will serve at least 8 years and be the 
longest serving prime minister in modern Japanese history. I 
think the chances of that happening are real. 

Two features of the contemporary Japanese political system 
are worth noting. One is that their problem is exactly the 
reverse of the American one. Our problem is that the center has 
collapsed and we are being drawn into a division where it is hard 
to compromise – a party on the right and a party that is being 
drawn increasingly to the left and will keep being drawn to the 
left because Bernie Sanders has done as well as he has. We have 
a very weak and small area for compromise and consensus. In 
Japan there is no real division. You cannot have a democracy 
without consensus. You cannot have a democracy without real 
competition. I think since the end of the war, there has not been 
a time where the opposition has been as weak and irrelevant as it 
is in Japan today. You can thus expect that Prime Minister Abe’s 
party is going to do well in the House election to be held in July. 
There may be a double election, in other words, they can have 
an election in the Lower House at the same time. 

His goal is to revise the Constitution. It will not happen. The 
LDP cannot get two-thirds of the seats which is what you need 
to pass a constitutional revision proposal that then goes to the 
public in a referendum. So I think the strategy on that issue 
is after this Upper House election, if the LDP wins a strong 
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majority, he would come up with a proposal by introducing an 
environmental protection clause which is what the Komeito ally 
party of the LDP has been pressing, something non-controversial 
that would draw the support of members of opposition parties. 
So they can break the taboo about there being a constitution 
that cannot be revised. It has never been revised since it was 
adopted in 1946. I think his goal in this next period is to get a 
non-controversial provision before the public in a referendum 
and revise something in the constitution just to break that taboo. 
The next step is to revise Article 9. I don’t think it is going to 
happen, but it might later on. 

This lack of consensus is one characteristic. The other that is 
very important is the excessive concentration of power in the 
prime minister’s office. Japan never became quite like Britain 
which was the model for its parliamentary system in that it was a 
collective leadership. Each cabinet minister was kind of the boss 
of his ministry who had the final word and did not hesitate to 
express his/her views on policy before checking him/her out with 
the prime minister. The prime minster more often acted like the 
chairman of the board of this cabinet. That is not the way the 
Japanese government is run anymore. This is Prime Minister 
Abe’s government in a way that has never been true in post-
war or even pre-war Japanese history. No cabinet minister says 
anything that the prime minister does not agree with. People are 
very careful and I have a lot of friends in the LDP that I meet 
with and they are oftentimes very open in their criticism of 
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Prime Minister Abe to me, privately, but never publicly. Some 
degree of concentration in the Prime minister’s office is good 
because it gives more coherence to the policy process but the 
excessive concentration that I think we see is very problematic. 

Concerning Japan’s foreign policy, Prime Minister Abe has 
a conviction that Japan should be regarded as a great power 
and that Japan has a role to play as a leader in this region 
and globally. He has pushed hard to expand the definition of 
legitimate roles and missions for the Japanese military. That 
is what collective defense is all about. That is, Japan’s military 
can engage in combat operations with the United States or 
potentially with other countries that are allies when its interests 
are at stake. I think in Korea and elsewhere there is concern for 
where Japan’s foreign policy, especially its security policy, is to 
go. 

I am fairly relaxed about this issue. Whatever Prime Minister 
Abe’s aspirations or dreams might be about Japan’s role in the 
world, he is dealing with a society that is inward looking, that 
is comfortable, and that is not supportive of Japan taking high 
risks and playing a more major role in international security 
affairs, in my view. When he was in Washington in April, and 
the guidelines for defense cooperation was signed with the 
United States, he talked about how he would pass legislation 
last summer that would enable Japan to make a demarche with 
the United States in various security operations. Once he got 
back, he had to walk back a lot of that rhetoric. And the bill 
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that finally passed that died in September that does provide for 
collective defense is very limited in what it can do. 

So I think the Japanese public is not prepared at least in 
current circumstances to accept that Japan should be a so called 
‘normal country.’ First of all, what is a normal country? What we 
think is a normal country is not what Japanese think is normal. 
Normal is what they have. I think Prime Minister Abe is realistic 
enough to know that he cannot push public opinion too far. 
His only hope really is that the Chinese will continue to be 
aggressive, bullying, and scare people enough, so it will change 
the Japanese public opinion. We hope that they do not do that. 
Then there is a demographic constraint. A shrinking and aging 
population is not a recipe for having a much stronger military. 

I think the US situation is very unpredictable. As I said, 
whatever happens to Donald Trump in the election, the issues 
that he has raised are going to be something that we have to try 
to come to grips with for years to come. There is no quick or 
easy answer to these issues. And it does mean a somewhat more 
constrained role for the United States in foreign policy. 
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The one subject we are interested in is the US 
position on Japan’s military. Clearly in Asia, people are 

very much concerned about the Japanese military. What I would 
like to know is the American attitude towards the Japanese 
militarization in the world. What do you think is the US State 
Department and the US leadership’s real foreign policy position 
on this issue?

Before I directly answer the question, let me say 
something about the Japanese elite’s views on the US-

Japan alliance. One of the big changes that have occurred in 
Japan is that the Japanese right wing, that is more on the right 
in the LDP, actually has an argument very similar to Donald 
Trump’s. That Japan should do more for itself, Japan could be 
independent and Japan should take care of itself is the right 
wing line. I think if Donald Trump would win, those that would 
be the happiest in Japan and benefit the most politically is the 
Japanese right. But, what has changed the calculus is China. 
Even on the Japanese right, leaving aside the real crazy people 
at the far end, there is the view that there is no way for Japan 
to defend itself against China without an alliance with the 
United States. So support for the alliance has spread from the 
right to the left and I think there is much wider support for an 
alliance with the United States than ever before. There is much 
more bipartisanship than you would guess from listening to the 
rhetoric people like Mr. Okada, the Head of the Democratic 
Party, use about repealing the National Defense Legislation and 
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so on. They do not mean it. It will not happen. The importance 
of the alliance is very strong.

After the Second World War and after the United States signed 
a security treaty with Japan, the United States criticized Japan 
for taking a free ride. But the view in the Cold War was, “Japan 
is getting a free ride. We want Japan to do more. But even if they 
don’t, we need the bases in Japan to have the forward projection 
capabilities and to have the ability to project our forces from 
Japan. And we can afford to pay. We can afford to give Japan 
a free ride.” The big change is the mood and the view in the 
United States that we really cannot afford to give anybody a free 
ride anymore. This is changing the dynamics. 

As far as what the Japanese military can do, what was 
Japan’s reaction to the new security legislation in Washington? 
Disappointment! Disappointment that Abe did not go further. 
When he was in Washington in April, John Kerry had a press 
conference in which he said with great enthusiasm and joy that 
Japan has now committed to defend American territory. Japan 
did not commit to defending American territory. Abe came back 
and told the public that that was not the case. 

There are lots of American views. But if you think about 
the government’s view, the Obama administration’s view, the 
Republican view, and the view of the next president, whether it 
be Hillary Clinton or Donald Trump, it is that the US would 
like to see Japan do more militarily. The US would like to see 
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Japan expand the roles and missions of the self-defense forces 
and be able to join the United States in combat operations in 
various parts of the world where our common interests are at 
stake. I do not believe there is support for that in Japan. But the 
US is realistic and what the Pentagon would like to see Japan do 
is not what we are going to get but we will keep on pushing the 
envelope. 

One big current concern in Washington is this most recent 
murder of a young Japanese girl in Okinawa, a 20-year-old girl 
who was murdered by an American who is no longer in uniform 
but works for the military in Okinawa. We do not know how 
big the protests are going to be, but it is being linked to the 
proposed movement of this marine base away from Okinawa. 
Okinawa is a time bomb that can go off at any moment. The 
short answer to your question is the more, the better, which is 
the American view frame. There is not the concern you find in 
this region about Japanese militarism and about Abe’s historical 
revisionism. That is also reflected by the decision by Obama 
to visit Hiroshima. The past is the past. We are looking to the 
future. Japan is a great ally. We want it to do more. Now I am 
not speaking my personal view but I think that, as far as I can 
tell, is the dominant view among policymakers in Washington. 

I have two questions. One is about Japan-China 
relations. Suppose that one of Japan’s foreign policy 

goals is to defend against China’s expansion in the Western 
Pacific. If that does not work, maybe Japan can pursue a balance 
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of power at least between China and Japan. If Japan alone 
cannot strike a balance of power vis-à-vis China, then Japan 
needs US assistance and help. But that may not be enough and 
so Japan may also get support from neighboring countries. Prime 
Minister Abe has taken a very strong domestic policy and very 
authoritative diplomacy. But hanging over, history is clouding 
negotiations in this region. What are the politics of Japan behind 
this situation? My second question is about TPP. Four years 
ago in the election campaign, the two Democratic candidates, 
Obama and Hillary Clinton, both opposed the ratification of 
Korea-US FTA, but later supported it. Can Donald trump also 
support TPP if he is elected?

First, about Japan and China, and it is true also about 
the US and China relations. There is no way to contain 

China. One thing that concerns me about the attitudes of a lot 
of the Japanese leaders that I talk with is that they think we need 
a containment policy against China. But you cannot contain a 
country that is a major trading partner for every other country 
in this region. This is not the Soviet Union which was a big 
military threat but was not economically part of the world in the 
way that China plays. China plays such an important of power 
in the region and an engagement strategy. We need to make sure 
that we balance the Chinese power. 

I think a balance of power means balancing against China. We 
see that happening with the US-Japan alliance. Why did Obama 
decide to end the Ban on Arms Sales to Vietnam? It is all about 
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China. Japan is developing security relations with many ASEAN 
countries and Australia. Japan tried and failed to sell submarines 
to Australia. But the effort to find a way to maintain a balance 
of power is one aspect of what the Japanese policy is about. And 
the other that needs to be emphasized is engagement. 

You cannot insist that the Chinese be a responsible stakeholder 
in the world affairs and not give them a stake to hold. So I 
thought it was a very big mistake for the US and Japanese 
governments to say ‘no’ in a knee jerk manner to the Asian 
Infrastructure Investment Bank (AIIB). If we had reformed 
international economic institutions, that would be one thing. 
But the president of the World Bank is always an American and 
the head of the IMF is usually from Europe or France. And the 
president of the ADB is also Japanese. If the Chinese are not 
given a place at the head table, what are they going to do? They 
will create organizations of their own. And that is what we see 
going on. I think we need to combine this engagement strategy 
with a balancing strategy. 

Unlike any prime minister since Yoshida since after the war, 
Prime Minister Abe actually has a foreign policy and a security 
strategy. His security policy strategy is very simple in conception 
and pretty sophisticated in implication. It has three prongs. 
Japan does more for itself. It does more to strengthen the 
alliance. And it does more to develop security ties with other 
neighboring countries – Australia, India (hard to think of as a 
neighboring country but it is increasingly becoming a part of 
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this region), Vietnam, and the Philippines. If Japan and the 
Republic of Korea can somehow get these issues about history 
off the center stage, then there will be more security cooperation 
between Japan and Korea as well. I think that is the way Japan is 
approaching the China issue. 

The point you make about history is true here and in China. 
But it is not very important any longer in Southeast Asia and the 
further away you move. Japan’s problem is that its most difficult 
relations are with the countries closest to it – China and Korea. 
As you move further away, these issues are really receding into 
the past. Frankly, I think it creates a perception in the United 
States that Korea does not want to let this issue go. That Korea 
won’t take ‘yes’ for an answer. Whether it is the right perception 
or a wrong perception, it is truly the case. I think this history 
issue plays out in many different ways. 

On TPP, it is possible, but I cannot imagine Trump changing 
his view on TPP. He wants to repeal NAFTA as well as not 
approve TPP. Hillary Clinton may find a way and will probably 
try to find a way to move back from her position of opposition 
to TPP. You can’t renegotiate the treaty but you can renegotiate 
details about how to implement a lot of the provisions of TPP 
and that is what she would try to do. But I find it very difficult 
to see how a Democratic controlled Congress, even if the 
president were Hillary Clinton, came out in favor of the TPP. 
I don’t think she could bring her party along. The argument 
would have to be that this is not a question of economics but a 
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question of credibility in the world and it undermines the US 
security interests if we do not approve this. Whether she could 
sell it or not, it will take a lot of time. At best, it would take a 
lot of time. So I would not hold my breath about TPP getting 
approved any time soon.

How do you think Korea should position itself with 
regards to TPP, China, and Japan?

I would think that if TPP is approved by the Congress 
and comes into effect, it becomes very important to 

be a part of that game and to be a part of that group. I would 
think that would lead to Korea to seek accession to it. The goal 
should be to draw China into the TPP at some point. It is really 
unfortunate that in order to sell TPP to the Congress, Obama 
has resorted to this line, “If we don’t set the rules of international 
trade, the Chinese will.” The Chinese are having enough trouble 
setting the rules for themselves, much less the world. But it 
makes it sound as though TPP is aimed at containing China, 
which was not the initial purpose at all and that should not 
be the goal. And China is unattainable if it were the goal. I 
personally think that it is important to pursue several different 
approaches to opening up to free trade at the same time as well 
as a Japan-Korea-China FTA. I am not a trade specialist and 
speaking as an amateur and as a political observer of these issues 
but I do not think those are mutually exclusive and should not 
be seen as mutually exclusives. 
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The United States is the leading democracy and I 
believe it is the most resourced country in people, 

institutions, and knowledge. What is it in your view that is 
making US politics and journalism deteriorate so rapidly?

Some of it has to do with things unique to the 
US and some are structural features that I think are 

common to a lot of our countries. Why is it that only two 
people decided to try to become the presidential nominee of the 
Democratic Party? Why is it only Hillary Clinton and a 74-year-
old socialist who was not even a member of the Democratic 
Party until last year? Why are they the only two people who are 
running for office? Why in South Korea with an election coming 
next year, no one is able to tell me who the likely candidates are 
going to be and who is really popular in this country? Why in 
Japan is Abe’s popularity high? There is nobody to compete with 
him. So there is a leadership deficit in all our countries. It is true 
in Western Europe as well. Why do we face this lack of talent 
wanting to go into political career? There is a common issue here 
and it may have to do simply with the complexity of leadership 
and what it means to make policy in this world that we live in. 
That is beyond any individual’s capability. It cannot be fun to be 
President Park at the current moment. I think not a lot of people 
are opting for political careers in the US. Why we have this 
deterioration? I think part of it is that there was such a strong 
reaction against President Obama on the Republican right that 
has just exacerbated the divisions in our country. For whatever 
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reason, the unwillingness to compromise has just become so 
much worse over these past eight years than it was before. I am 
sure there are other reasons as well. 

Clinton, a few days ago, said her husband would fix 
the US economy if she were to be elected as president. 

There is apparently a sentiment that many Americans probably 
want to bring back the good old days before the global financial 
crisis. Do you think such an approach will influence the 
election?

I think it is a reflection of Hillary Clinton’s growing 
anxiety and uneasiness about her campaign and her 

election prospects that are leading her to do two things that 
strike me as probably not going to work. One is her saying that, 
“You don’t want to have Donald Trump as president because he 
is dangerous.” I agree. But that is not a way to get someone to 
say, “Then I will vote for you.” Just by saying the other candidate 
is too dangerous so vote for me is to say, “I do not really have 
a positive message for why you should vote for me. I have a 
negative message why you should vote against the other guy.” 
I do not think people get elected that way, not easily at least. 
I do not think that is a wise strategy. And then to say she is 
going to put Bill Clinton to work and he will fix the economy 
is not a good strategy. If she is elected, she is supposed to fix the 
economy. Why is she saying that her husband is going to fix 
the economy? Because she is desperate. That she is increasingly 
desperate I think is the answer. So it worries me. The problem 
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with Hillary Clinton, who I hope will win, is that when she 
talks, she talks about her experience, about her accomplishments 
– she talks about the past. Voters want to know about what she 
is going to do about the future and about their anxieties, not 
about her desire to reach the highest office in the land. There is 
not enough in her talk about that. 

Japan has a negative interest rate. The negative interest 
rate in EU countries seems to be working, but not in 

Japan. 

I speak with great hesitance on these kinds of issues 
sitting next to Chairman SaKong. What strikes me 

is not only about minus interest rates but the BOJ policy in 
general. It is that it is based on some assumptions that do not 
make sense to me and a lot of Japanese. You can borrow the 
money basically free of charge because the interest rate is so low. 
But who is going to borrow this money? That is what we have 
seen with the failure of the inflation target. You cannot convince 
people to go buy something now if people are worried about 
whether they are going to have a job next year with this low 
wage. One of my students, who is an anchor on a Japanese TV 
news program said, “I have two young children. We are renting 
an apartment. I want to buy an apartment. I can borrow the 
money for almost nothing, but I do not know what is going 
to happen to this economy. Will the apartment that I buy be 
worth as much? Will the value of the apartment appreciate over 
the next year or will it depreciate? I am not confident. Will my 
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salary increase in the coming years, or will it go down? I do 
not know. I am too nervous to buy an apartment now.” So he 
continues to rent. You hear this refrain over and over again. I 
think the assumption that an inflation target, minus interest 
rates, and throwing a lot of money out at people would lead 
them to consume may seem to work in the United States. But I 
do not think it is working in Japan. I do not think it will work 
in Japan because of the psychology. If I am not confident about 
the economy, I am going to be very risk averse. I think that is 
what is going on. 

We know President Obama will visit the Hiroshima 
nuclear bombsite. As I gathered, President Obama is 

not going to apologize for using the nuclear bomb there. Many 
Koreans are quite apprehensive about President Obama’s visit 
to Hiroshima. I can see why Obama is going there because he 
is engaged in the topic of proliferation of nuclear weapons. 
However, many Koreans, including myself, are wondering then 
why President Obama’s visit to Hiroshima gives an advantage 
to Abe, if Obama is not going to apologize? And why does the 
Japanese public welcome Obama’s visit there, unless Obama, 
symbolically, is giving a gesture to apologize? Many Korean 
intellectuals feel that the sequence of visit is wrong and the visit 
is for the wrong reasons. Abe should visit Pearl Harbor first and 
apologize for what Japan has done for the Second World War. 
Then of course, President Obama can visit Hiroshima. What is 
the perception, first of all, of the Japanese people about President 
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Obama’s visit?

On Japan going nuclear, it will not happen as long 
as the US commitment to Japan’s defense remains 

credible. There are so many negative aspects to going nuclear 
including tearing Japanese society apart because there is no 
consensus on doing so and leading to proliferation in the region 
including right Korea. I think in the US there is much more talk 
about the danger of Korea going nuclear than of Japan going 
nuclear at the present time. 

I think the North Korean nuclear threat or the fact that North 
Korea possesses nuclear weapons, and obviously is in the process 
of developing the ability to miniaturize them and stick them on 
a missile that can reach Guam and possibly some time reach the 
West Coast of the United States, is a reason for concern. But 
frankly, we should not exaggerate the North Korean threat. I do 
not think Kim Jung Un is irrational. I think he knows that if he 
used nuclear weapons or were about to use nuclear weapons, it 
would mean the utter destruction and devastation of his country. 
I have become increasingly hard line on North Korea. There 
is no solution to the North Korean nuclear problem. They are 
not going to give up nuclear weapons. We can give them all the 
carrots we have. We can be very tough on sanctions. That can 
work as long as the Chinese in the end refuse to pose the kind 
of sanctions that might lead to chaos and the collapse of the 
regime. So I think we have no alternative but to contain North 
Korea as best as we can and try to prevent proliferation and their 
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ability to sell weapons material and so on. 

But I think that it is dangerous to use the North Korean 
nuclear threat as a reason to have a big arms race or going 
nuclear and so on which you hear from the right in Japan and 
elsewhere. I do not think it is an issue that we are going to 
confront for some time to come. The Japanese are one minute 
before midnight on going nuclear. That is they can go nuclear 
in a matter of months once the decision is made. So they always 
hedge their bets on this issue. It all relates to the credibility of 
the American commitment. Donald trump becomes president, 
pulls troops out of Japan, and tells the Japanese to take care of 
themselves. If you can imagine such an unimaginable scenario, 
you can imagine Japan going nuclear. I cannot imagine that 
coming to pass. 

There was a trial balloon when Secretary of State Kerry went 
to Hiroshima a month ago. It was a trial balloon in the sense of 
seeing what the reaction would be in both Japan and the United 
States. And it was pretty positive. The Japanese welcomed the 
visit and in the United States there was some criticism but not 
very much. I think that it encouraged Obama to go through 
with it. I am certain that it will be very much welcomed by the 
Japanese, even though he won’t apologize as such in too many 
words. But the fact that he goes to Hiroshima and pays respect 
to the memory of those civilians who were killed there will be 
interpreted as contrition or apology by the Japanese. I think it 
will be good and the fact that Abe will be with him in Hiroshima 
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and the videos showing the Prime Minister with President 
Obama at the war memorial will bounce up Abe’s popularity 
numbers in the public opinion polls, which is why it might be a 
double election in July, depending on how big a bounce he gets. 
So it will be welcoming in Japan.

There is some criticism in the United States, but it is at a 
pretty low level. The fact of the matter is that almost everybody 
who remembers those horrible days is dead, so the emotions 
that made it impossible for the president to visit in earlier years 
in the US are pretty weak. And it is a long time ago and maybe 
we just do not have as much as a deep sense of history as other 
countries. The American view is, “We have a great alliance 
with Japan. We had a horrible war which resulted in the use 
of weapons of mass destruction, but now the relationship is in 
very good shape. Let’s celebrate it. Let’s demonstrate it by doing 
the symbolic visit to Hiroshima.” That is the way it is being 
played by the administration and that is the way it is going to 
be received, but there is a lot of hypocrisy involved here. This 
is not the beginning of the end of nuclear weapons in this 
world and Obama administration’s policy on nuclear weapons 
is to invest a huge amount of money over the next 30 years to 
modernize the American nuclear force and to miniaturize it 
and make it possible to use nuclear weapons, if necessary. So it 
is not that the administration is interested or has any policy to 
eliminate nuclear weapons (which is not going to ever happen, 
in my view). But he will use Hiroshima as a way to try to rally 
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the world community support for preventing proliferation 
and I think probably at the G7 there will be something to 
communicate criticizing North Korea and so on. 

As for the sequence, Obama is not going to be president long 
enough to make the sequencing any different than it already is. 
I assume there is an implicit understanding that Abe will visit 
Pearl Harbor maybe on December 7th or 8th in East Asia time. 
When Abe was in Washington in April and spoke before a joint 
session in the Congress, he spoke about the war and did not 
quite apologize but came as close as you want. So I do not think 
the issue of sequencing is going to be any concern. I have heard 
‘sequencing’ from Korean friends this visit a lot which you don’t 
hear much in the States. In early years I thought that it was not 
a good idea to go to Hiroshima. Obama is the right president 
and this is the last shot he has to do it. I think it will go over 
quite well in Japan and will probably be ok in the United States 
as well. And it will be done. 


